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how much rent is owed for one day?
This sounds like a silly question! Is it really?
When repaying part of the monthly rent at the end of a
tenancy, how do you calculate it?
To calculate one day’s rent:
One month rent
Multiply by 12 (to give yearly rent)
Divide by 365 (or 366 as this is a leap year)
For example
£1,000 monthly rent
Multiply by = £12,000 annual rent
£12,000 divided by 365 = £32.87671233 per day –
rounds up to £32.88
This becomes important when calculating the deposit
you can take. The Tenant Fees Act stipulates that the
deposit may not be more than the equivalent of five
weeks rent. Landlords are getting into difficulties
through possible over-charging of the deposit due to
variations in the individuals’ perspective of what is five
weeks rent?

To calculate the five week rent use the above
calculation and then multiply the daily rate by 35 (35
days in 5 weeks!).
£1,000 monthly rent
Multiply by = £12,000 annual rent
£12,000 divided by 365 = £32.87671233 per day –
rounds up to £32.88
£32.88 multiplied by 35 = £1,150.80.
Despite giving this calculation we continue to advise
members to only take the equivalent of one month’s rent
as a deposit and so ensure no future difficulties.
1 June 2020 the provisions of the Tenant Fees Act will
apply to all tenancies, not just those which commenced
after the introduction of the Act. Landlords who are
holding MORE than the specified amount of deposit
will need to refund the difference.
Ruth Clarke

late filing of your self-assessment
tax return?
The 31st January 2020 deadline has been and gone and
you have not yet filed your tax return. Time got away
from you or maybe you did not realise that you needed
to complete one until now? Whatever the reason you
need to be aware of the following;
Penalties are highly likely at this stage and it is
recommended you file your return as soon as you can.
You will receive a penalty of £100 if your tax return is
up to 3 months late. You will have to pay more if it is
later, or if you pay your tax bill late! You’ll be
charged interest on late payments.
If you are completing a partnership tax return and this is
late all partners can be charged a penalty.
I think I have a genuine reason for filing late?
There may a very good reason that you have not yet
filed your return, unfortunately HMRC will not accept
an excuse such as ‘my dog ate it’ which happens to be
one of the top excuses they have received over the years
They will however, accept reasons such as; you may
have had an unexpected stay in hospital or you had a
serious or life-threatening illness. HMRC have
compiled a list of reasonable excuses and you should
notify them as soon as you can. It would be worth
having proof to hand when contacting them and to also
demonstrate to them that you are doing all you can to
now file your return.
I have filed, but I cannot pay

Ok, so now you filed your return you will be left with a
bill to pay which also should have been paid by 31st
January. Should you not be able to meet the payment for
your tax bill contact HMRC at your earliest opportunity.
It may be that you can schedule a payment plan to pay
in instalments.
Think ahead for Making Tax Digital
With MTD over the horizon begin converting to a
software such as GoSimpleTax and utilising their
income tax calculator and submission tool for your
business will help you file on time next year. Giving
you full visibility of your tax liability in real time whilst
giving and reviewing your pension contributions and
investment opportunities.
About GoSimpleTax
GoSimpleTax supports the self-employed and sole
traders all over the UK to file accurate Self Assessment
tax returns. You’ll be able to do so quickly as well –
their software automatically calculates income,
expenditure and tax owed in real time, and from a
variety of devices.
From GoSimpleTax

GoSimpleTax offer CRLA members 15%
discount

heating rented properties—a landlords guide
We had a call from a tenant asking what the legal
requirement was for heating provision – her landlord
was heating for 30 minutes a day and she said she was
freezing. We also had discussions about 'All Inclusive'
tenancies at our Landlords Breakfast this month. What

do you have to do, what should you do – read on for
suggestions on how to improve the comfort levels of
your tenants without breaking the bank.
(Breaking news: You may be surprised to find out what
you are LEGALLY REQUIRED to do in this area)
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What Is The Legal Position?
Firstly, from a legal perspective, any property you let
needs to have heating in all habitable rooms – it is
debatable whether you need a radiator in a kitchen in
the heart of a house but any room with outside walls
really ought to have some capability to keep it warm.
Similarly, bathrooms and shower rooms normally need
a radiator or other form of heating but obviously this is
going to be superfluous in an ensuite or say, an 'under
stairs' shower room surrounded by heated rooms.(After
sharing with PCC, they comment that 'this is not sound
advice and all rooms need heating' – your challenge, if
you choose not to agree with them, is to show that that
any room that does not have its own heat source will
never be at risk of 'excess cold' under the HHSRS
definition).
These heating capabilities need to be working and if the
tenant reports a fault, it is your legal responsibility to
get it resolved as soon as possible. Target should be
within 48 hours and if no heating is available,
alternative heating should be provided. Obviously, there
are going to be situations and/or times when you cannot
make these targets – finding a new boiler and a plumber
to fit it over Christmas for example, but in these cases
you really need to go 'over and above' to make your
tenant comfortable and if you cannot, you should be
thinking about alternative accommodation, especially if
young children are involved.
When is the best time to solve this problem? Answer –
Before it happens. Have you got some spare portable
heaters in a garage or loft somewhere, have you checked
they work/have gas/whatever? (Be careful with portable
gas heaters – there is a much-increased fire risk when
using them). Have you checked your insurance cover in
case you need to temporarily rehouse?
What Else?
OK – so your properties have working heating systems,
maintenance and gas safety certificates are up to date,
you have a plan should it all go wrong at the worst
possible time, what next?
Well, if you rent the whole property to one person,
family or group and they pay all of the utility bills, you
have probably done all that you need to do – though it is
worth also considering whether you can help reduce the
bills by getting the tenant(s) off of prepayment meters,
checking insulation is as good as it can be and that all
doors and windows open and shut properly, extractors
are cleaned and working and any carpets you provide
are good condition with decent underlay.
Do's and Don'ts on 'All Inclusive' Heating
However, if you are paying the bills, which with HMO's
and particularly, student lets, this really is the new
standard and you are at a market disadvantage if you
exclude any of the bills, then there are some do's and
don'ts which we list here:
• Do let your tenants control the heating, the lady
who had to manage with 30 minutes heating a day
was completely within her rights to take her
landlord to court for inadequate heating. I know
some landlords complain that they are independent

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

tenants and if left to their own devices, they would
leave the heating on all day. Well, if at any one
time, one of them is in – working from home,
watching TV or whatever, you probably need to let
them heat the house at those times.
Do educate your tenants on how heating works and
how to use it. We had a house where the thermostat
was always set to 40 degrees. On investigation we
realised that the lady who came in at 2am, decided
her room was cold, and turned the thermostat up
had no idea that there was a timer on the boiler and
it had no effect until the next morning, when the
whole house was blisteringly hot which was why
she was opening her windows then...
Do check that your timer/room stat/controller is
simple to use – if you can't explain how to set it to
your tenant in 2 minutes or less, you probably need
to upgrade to something newer. Do you really need
a timer – most modern systems with digital
or Smart thermostats have target temps for different
times of day which are easy to use.
Do get your gas fitter to check the TRV's as part of
the annual inspection. Most have pins or plungers
which can 'stick' so even when the room is warm
enough, the radiator continues to heat –
uncomfortable for your tenants and expensive for
you
Do check for cold spots, the lady who was cold at
2am had a room with a bay window and when we
checked, the top of the bay provided absolutely no
insulation. The addition of 100mm of Celotex and
some modern (air tight) felt and flashing made a
huge difference. An extra rad or a larger rad will
often help too.
Do educate on what TRV's are and how they work.
We have had hot houses with windows open all the
time which was simply stopped once the tenants
realised that with a TRV, you could set the heating
to your own taste and preference
Do check radiators are big enough, a good TRV and
a big radiator will allow even the most frost-averse
to live in comfort without needing to roast the rest
of the household
Don't use timers, especially in HMO's. If you have
the heating on when you get up and it goes off when
you go to work and then comes on for few hours
when you get home, that may work for you but
particularly in a shared house, people are unlikely to
have the same routine so set a default 'warm during
the day/slightly cooler at night' programme, leave
the boiler on auto-run and make sure your tenants
know how to change it should they require different
timings
Don't offer 'All Inclusive' and then cap it. Most
young people today grew up in warm, well
insulated houses and when they move away from
home, they expect the same. If you 'put an extra
(Continued on page 6)
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jumper on' when it is cold and only switch the
heating on occasionally, that is your prerogative and
probably reflects your upbringing – post war living
in Victorian houses with single glazing or worse
metal framed or louvre windows and coal fires are
what many of us are used to, but we cannot impose
our views on heating any more than we could ask
tenants to use an outside loo at the end of the
garden, times have changed
• Don't try and restrict energy usage to keep the bills
down. You are much better increasing the
insulation, particularly around doors and windows
and educating your tenants on how best to use the
boiler, the control systems and the TRV's. People
want to be 'green' but many need the education to
know how to do that.
The Legal Input From Portsmouth County Council
(PCC)
If you haven't done so already, you might want to point
out to your members the Homes (fit for human
habitation) Act 2018 which from March this year will
apply to all current periodic tenancies,.
As I am sure you are well aware, inadequate heating (or
the control of) would be a hazard rated through the
HHSRS as excess cold (and based on national average
data, deficiencies with heating systems often end up
scoring as Cat 1 Hazards), or even a damp and mould
hazard.
In line with the new Homes (fit for human habitation)
Act, a Cat 1 Hazard either at the start of the tenancy, or
arising during the tenancy (with failure from the
landlord to act promptly to rectify it) could lead to a
landlord being taken to court by the tenant with the
consequence of potentially having to rectify the
problem and pay compensation to the tenant. I believe
there are solicitors setting themselves as "no win, no
fee" services to target tenants to take such action against
their landlords (the newest form of compensation
culture) so it would be good for your members to be
aware of this if they aren't already. (This applies to all
Category 1 hazards, not just related to heating)
Again, I am sure you are very familiar with it, but the
following are the preventative measures, and the
relevant matters for assessing Excess Cold as a hazard
under the HHSRS:
2.19 Structural thermal insulation should be provided
to minimise heat loss. The level of insulation necessary
is in part dependent on geographical location and
exposure, position in relation to other dwellings and
buildings, and orientation. South facing glazing can

be used to increase solar heat gain and so save energy.
2.20 Heating should be controllable by the occupants,
and safely and properly installed and maintained. It
should be appropriate to the design, layout and
construction, such that the whole of the dwelling can
be adequately and efficiently heated.
2.21 There should be means for ensuring low level
background ventilation without excessive heat loss or
draughts. It should be controllable, properly installed
and maintained, and appropriate to the particular part
of the dwelling. There should be means for rapid
ventilation at times of high moisture production in
kitchens and bathrooms.
2.22 In multi-occupied buildings provision for space
heating may be centrally controlled. Such systems
should be operated to ensure that occupants are not
exposed to cold indoor temperatures and should be
provided with controls to allow the occupants to
regulate the temperature within their dwelling.
2.23 For further information see in particular –
Building Regulation Approved Document L1:
Conservation of fuel and power in dwellings, and
Approved Document F: Ventilation of buildings.
2.24 Matters relevant to the likelihood of an
occurrence and the severity of the outcomes include:
a) Thermal insulation – inadequate insulation of the
external envelope of the dwelling, including the
presence of cold bridges.
b) Dampness – in such a position, and sufficiently
extensive and persistent as to reduce the
effectiveness of the thermal insulating material
and/or the structure.
c) Settling of insulation – compression of the
thermal insulating material reducing its
effectiveness.
d) Type of heating provision – inappropriate or
inefficient systems and appliances.
e) Size of heating system – systems and appliances
inadequate for the size of dwelling.
f) Installation and maintenance of heating system –
inadequately installed or maintained systems.
g) Controls to heating system – inadequate or
inappropriate controls to the system or appliance.
h) Amount of ventilation – inadequate, excessive, or
inappropriate provision for thorough ventilation.
i) Ventilation controls – inadequate means of
controlling the ventilation.
j) Disrepair to ventilation – to the system or
controls.
k) Draughts – uncontrollable draughts and those
situated to cause discomfort.
Link to the full document (pages 59-62 cover excess
cold specifically):
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/15810/142631.pdf
From Portsmouth and District Private Landlords
Association
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diarise these dates at commencement of tenancy
Key dates to note when granting a tenancy
Deadline for protecting any deposit and sending
prescribed information to tenant
Under the Housing Act 2004 the landlord is legally
required to protect the deposit with a Government
approved scheme and send the Tenant certain
information within 30 calendar days of receiving the
deposit. Penalties apply where a landlord fails to
comply.
Do not rely on the Deposit company to send the tenant
information, it is the landlord’s responsibility to send all
required information whether or not the deposit
company do so.
Next gas safety inspection due on or before:
Remember to give the tenant a copy of the current gas
certificate on viewing and on commencement of the
tenancy.
A copy of any subsequent gas safety
certificate should be given to the tenant within 28 days
of the checks being completed.
The landlord must keep copies of gas safety certificates
for a minimum of two years.
Date on which fixed term ends (landlords should
contact tenants well in advance of this date to agree
what will happen at the end of the fixed term)
Assuming you have a good tenant when contacting
them regarding this the end of the tenancy date explain
to them that they do not need to move out. Existing
tenancies can be come periodic or a new tenancy
agreement can be issued

Next electrical safety inspection due (recommended
every 5 years)
Five year checks for all new tenancies come in on 1 July
2020, for existing tenancies the requirement commences
on April 2021.
When you replace the EICR you must provide the
tenant with a copy of the new report within 28 days of
the inspection.
PAT Testing
Not all electrical equipment has the same time span
between PAT tests. Make sure you know when the next
test for each item is due.
Date that first Right to Rent check was undertaken
Date that any subsequent Right to Rent check is due
(Only applicable where a tenant has limited right to
rent)
Remember to keep copies of all identity documents for
a minimum of two years or until the end of the tenancy,
whichever is the longer.
Date of Property Inspection
Agree the date of the first property inspection with your
tenant but remember to give at least twenty four hours
notice before visiting.
With a new tenant you may wish to make inspections
more frequent than you would normally do so, once you
feel sure you have a good tenant you may feel you can
relax a little.
Ruth Clarke

landlord repairing obligations
The landlord’s repairing obligations under a tenancy are
contained in section 11 of the Landlord and Tenant Act
1985. These cannot be limited or restricted by anything
in a tenancy agreement.
Section 11 makes the landlord responsible for repairing
(not improving) the structure and the exterior of the
property (e.g. the walls, the roof, the steps and
windows) and the installations for the supply of gas,
electricity, water, and for sanitation, heating and hot
water. This includes installations such as water and gas
pipes, electrical wiring, boilers, water tanks, radiators,
sinks, baths and toilets.
Repairs must be carried out within a reasonable time of
the landlord being notified of or becoming aware of the
need for repair.
The landlord’s obligation does not extend to re-building
the property if it is destroyed or to repairs for which the
tenant is responsible because the tenant has failed to
take reasonable care of the property.
Section 11 also specifies that when deciding the

standard of repair required, the age, character,
prospective life of the property and the locality in which
it is situated must be taken into account.
Obligation to maintain common parts:
If the property forms part of a building and the landlord
retains control of other parts of the building, the
landlord is under a legal obligation to take reasonable
care to keep the parts retained in repair so as to prevent
injury to the tenant or damage to the property.
The landlord is also responsible for keeping in repair
any appliances which are supplied by the landlord and
listed on the inventory.
In addition to these contractual obligations, if the
property contains hazards or is otherwise unsafe or
unhealthy the landlord may also be required to carry out
works to the property under other legislation; for
instance the Housing Health And Safety Rating System
in Part 1 of the Housing Act 2004.
From gov.uk

joint and several liability
Joint and several liability means that where there are
two or more tenants or landlords under this agreement,
all of the named tenants or landlords will be ‘jointly and

severally liable’ for
obligations.

the

tenants’

or

landlords’

(Continued on page 8)
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joint and several liability
That means, for example, the landlord can take legal
action against any or all of the tenants for any breach of
the agreement by any of them.

This means each tenant is also responsible for their
fellow tenants’ share of the rent and other obligations.
From gov.uk

electrical checks—a quick guide
The Electrical Safety Standards in the Private Rented
Sector (England) Regulations 2020 places a continuous
duty on landlords in England to maintain their property
to the electrical safety standards and to have evidence of
this. This means your property must meet the
18th Edition of the Wiring Regulations and you must
have a report that shows this from a qualified
person.
As currently drafted the regulations do not appear
to allow for the installation(s) to be certified as safe if
the new standards are not met.
You may need a complete rewire of your property to
comply with this The 18th Edition is a recent
publication.
A copy of the Electrical Installation Condition Report
(EICR) must be given to:
• All the tenants before they occupy the property.
• When you replace the EICR you must provide them
with a copy of the new report within 28 days of the
inspection.
• If a tenant requests a copy of the EICR in writing,
you must also provide them with one within 28
days.
• Where the local authority requests the EICR you
must provide them with a copy of it within seven
days or face potential penalties.
• Any prospective tenants who request a copy in
writing must be provided one within 28 days.
HMOs already have a requirement for an electrical
installation check, but earlier versions of the test will
have been accepted. If your current certificate is for
an earlier edition you WILL need to upgrade.
If you are a qualified electrician certified to undertake
work at the 18th Edition you can undertake the checks
and any required works yourself but make sure your
professional and other insurances cover you in case of a
local authority inspection finding an issue.
There are of course penalties for failing to comply:
The local authority (Cornwall Council) are responsible
for ensuring compliance. If they consider the landlord
has failed they can:
• Issue civil penalties—up to £30,000 for each and
every breach of the regulations.
• Where the local authority identifies non-urgent
work they must serve the landlord a notice detailing
the work required and giving them twenty eight
days to perform the work.
The landlord may appeal such a notice within 21
days of service. The local authority will then have
seven days to reply. Until the response is received
the terms of the notice (i.e. requirement to undertake
works) is suspended.

•

With permission from the tenant' the local authority
may undertake any emergency remedial work on the
property with the landlord being invoiced for all
costs incurred.
Ensure that your property inspection includes an
electrical check. A minimum inspection should include:
• Electrical sockets - no loose screws, damage or
brown indicating overheating
• Light fittings - no loose screws, damage or brown
indicating overheating
• Switches - no loose screws, damage or brown
indicating overheating
• Any electrical equipment supplied by the landlord
to ensure:
• No loose screws
• No extension leads (with the exception of a
lead used for surge or spike protection)
• Wires/cables not damaged (check for signs of
browning to insulation of cables)
• Is the equipment being used according to the
manufacturer’s specifications
• Is the manual still to hand - replace it if the
tenant cannot find
You are not required to conduct Portable Electrical
Appliance (PAT) Testing but it is the landlord’s
responsibility to ensure any appliance supplied by the
landlord is maintained in a safe condition that will not
cause any harm to the tenant. Failure to keep any
appliance safe could result in a tenant who is injured
suing the landlord for negligence.
Landlords who currently hold a HMO licence should
already have PAT testing as part of their regime.
Ruth Clarke

Government Guidance does not yet seem
to have been produced. As soon as it
appears a link will be included on the
CRLA website
Electricians are likely to get a lot of work
in
We recommend you speak to your
electrician and make the appropriate
booking for works.
If you have a tenant in-situ in a property
where you intend to have work
undertaken you must give them at least
24 hours notice
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minimum energy efficiency standards rollout to
existing tenancies from april 2020
Since April 2018, new tenancies in England and Wales
have had to meet the Government’s minimum energy
efficiency standard (MEES). Properties which require
an energy performance certificate (EPC) must reach a
minimum ‘E’ rating on their EPC assessment, or have a
valid exemption registered.
Last year, the Government introduced a ‘cost cap’,
requiring landlords to spend up to £3,500 per property
to improve them to the minimum level.
From 1 April 2020, this requirement is extending to all
existing tenancies. Here’s what you need to know.
What is an EPC?
EPCs are certificates which indicate how energy
efficient a property is currently, and could be with
improvements. The rating for the EPC is based on an
assessment undertaken by an accredited domestic
energy assessor. It is based on the ‘fabric’ of the
building i.e. how it is constructed and materials, and the
‘services’ e.g. heating, ventilation and lighting. Points
are given for each of the energy efficient measures in
place – which results in a ‘SAP’ (standard assessment
procedure) rating. This is then converted into an ‘EPC
band’ or rating – ranging from A for the most efficient
to G for the most inefficient.
EPCs are a legal requirement for buildings when
constructed, let, or sold. Individual rooms let within an
HMO do not require separate EPCs, but if the HMO
itself has been let on a single tenancy or sold in the last
10 years, the building will require one.
Who needs to upgrade their properties?
The Government is introducing a minimum band E
rating for properties let in England and Wales. This
currently applies to all new lets – at the change of
tenancy or on renewal – but from April this year will
also apply to all existing tenancies, where a valid EPC
exists. Landlords must pay up to £3,500 per property to
improve any properties currently rated F or G, known as
the ‘MEES cost cap’.
What if the cost of improving to an ‘E’ is higher than
£3,500?
If the cost of reaching an E rating is higher than £3,500,
you will need to register an exemption – either a ‘high
cost exemption’ if the cost of installing the cheapest
recommended improvement is higher, or the ‘all
improvements made exemption’ if improvements up to
the value of £3,500 have been made but the property
remains rated F or G.
The PRS Exemptions Register is held by the
Government. Landlords must upload evidence of the
exemption cited when they register. Each exemption is
valid for a maximum of five years.
My tenants are refusing access for the works and/or
my freeholder landlord won’t give consent. What
can I do?
If your tenants are refusing access, or if you own a
leasehold property and your freeholder landlord refuses
consent, you can register a ‘consent exemption’.
Exemptions are usually valid for five years.
However, if the tenant who refused access leaves the
property, the exemption will no longer be valid, and you

will need to meet the requirements before letting the
property again.
My EPC expired last year, and I haven’t re-let the
property since. Do I need to make the upgrades?
If the property does not require an EPC and no longer
has a valid EPC, it technically does not have an EPC
rating at all. This means that you are neither required to
meet the minimum standard nor to register an
exemption – as no rating exists.
However, you should be aware that if your current
tenant moves out and you need to re-let the property,
you will need to meet the minimum standard before you
can do so. We’d also advise all landlords to consider
how to improve the energy efficiency of their
properties, both in the interests of their tenants, and as
further requirements are likely in the future.
Are there any more regulations on the horizon?
The UK Government has committed to net-zero carbon
emissions by 2050. Improving the carbon footprint of
housing will be a key objective for them over the
coming years, and we expect properties in the private
rented sector to be required to meet a minimum C rating
by 2030, and an A rating before 2050.
In addition, the Government will be banning gas boilers
from new build properties by 2025 – and in time will
likely phase gas out from existing properties. Carbon
dioxide emissions from the residential sector are
currently around 18 percent of the UK total, according
to Government statistics, with gas for heating and
cooking one of the main sources – so will be a key
target.
As these changes come in, new and unfamiliar
technologies, such as air source and ground source heat
pumps, will become more common, and prices of these
will fall. But we’d advise landlords to consider where
they can make improvements to their properties as part
of their business cycle to get ahead of the game – for
example, during void periods.
From National Landlord Association Blog
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responding to a complaint—a guide for landlords
We encourage the local resolution of complaints at the
earliest possible stage and promote landlords’
complaints procedures as a means through which this
can be achieved. We generally expect landlords to use
every stage of their complaints procedure as a genuine
opportunity to try and resolve a dispute with a resident.
While we cannot make a formal decision on a case
which is going through a complaint procedure, we can
offer support and advice to both parties where
necessary.
Some landlords’ policies exclude certain issues from
their complaints procedures. We encourage landlords to
take all issues, or as wide a range as possible, through
their formal complaint procedures. Failure to do so
could result in a finding of ‘maladministration’ or
‘service failure’ from the Ombudsman. If an issue is
excluded, the landlord should clearly explain this and
provide its reasons in writing to the complainant. It
should also advise residents of their right to approach
the Housing Ombudsman Service if they disagree with
the decision.
Every stage of the complaints procedure is important
and should be used to conduct a thorough investigation
and try and find a solution to a dispute. A landlord’s
final response to a complaint is a key document as it is
often the final opportunity for a landlord to resolve a
complaint (see example letter in Helpful links). If a
complainant remains dissatisfied following the final
response, they may refer the complaint to us for
investigation.
We do not prescribe how a landlord should respond to a
complaint. We always advise landlords to consider and
apply our Dispute Resolution Principles: ‘Be fair’ ‘Put
things right’ ‘Learn from outcomes’.
From our casework experience we have developed
guidance for landlords when investigating and
responding to complaints through their complaints
procedure. This list is not exhaustive but highlights the
issues we expect landlords to consider when responding
to a complaint.

Language and tone - be open, use plain English,
avoid jargon and show empathy.
Labelling - clearly label each response, for example,
Stage 1, Stage 2 or your ‘final’ response.
Respond to the original complaint and dissatisfaction respond to all elements of the original complaint plus
any that you may have later agreed to include in
the formal complaint. Set out why the complainant was
dissatisfied with the previous response.
Findings and conclusions - set out your findings and
conclusions on each issue referencing any evidence on
which those findings are made.
Policy and law - refer to any relevant policy, procedure,
legislation or good practice when explaining a decision.
Apology and explanation - acknowledge and apologise
for any mistake or service failure and provide an
explanation of what went wrong.
Outcome - consider the outcome the complainant is
looking for and how you might be able to provide this
or go some way towards providing it.
Timescales and actions - give details and timescales
for any actions you plan to take, for example,
inspections or repairs.
Outcome - consider the outcome the complainant is
looking for and how you might be able to provide this
or go some way towards providing it.
Learning - explain what you have learnt from the
complaint and what changes or improvements will be
made as a result.
Redress - give details of any redress offered, for
example, compensation, discretionary repairs or
decorations, or other actions.
Signposting - signpost the complainant to other sources
of advice or support, such as Citizens’ Advice, the
Leasehold Advisory Service (LEASE), Shelter, Age
UK, Local Government and Social Care Ombudsman
(LGSCO).
Escalation - provide details of how the complainant can
take the complaint to the Housing Ombudsman Service,
including the ‘Designated Persons’ procedure.

making sure homes are fit for human habitation
From 20 March this year, the Homes (Fitness for
Human Habitation) Act 2018 will come into force for
periodic tenancies in England.
The Act came into force last year, applying to all new
tenancies since March last year, including renewals. It
gives tenants the right to take legal action when
landlords fail in their duty to provide safe homes. This
is in addition to the powers which local authorities
already have to enforce minimum standards.
The Act does not change the standards which landlords
are expected to meet in provide safe homes for their
tenants. Landlords can also not be held responsible if
the condition of the property has been caused by the
tenant’s actions.
1. Landlords need to ensure that properties are ‘fit for
human habitation’ at the beginning of a tenancy,

and maintained in a suitable condition throughout
the tenancy. This includes both the individual
tenant’s accommodation, and any common parts of
the building.
2. Fitness for human habitation is defined as ensuring
the property is free of serious hazards which would
mean that the accommodation is not reasonably
suitable for occupation of the tenant. This includes:
• Internal arrangement
• Natural lighting
• Ventilation
• Water supply
• Repairs
• Stability
• Damp
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•
•

Drainage and sanitary conveniences
Facilities for preparation and cooking of food,
and for the disposal of waste water
• Hazards under the Housing Health and Safety
Rating System.
3. Tenants do not always have to have informed the
landlord of hazards in the property. If the property is
a joint tenancy, tenants will be expected to have
notified landlords of any defects in the interior of
the property. However, if the property is let on an
individual room basis, tenants do not necessarily
need to inform landlords of any issues in communal
areas. It’s therefore important that landlords of
houses in multiple occupation ensure that they make
regular inspections of the property.
4. If there is a repair required, the landlord is required
to fix the issues within a ‘reasonable time’. This
isn’t specified in law, and will depend on the

circumstances of the repair – the level of hazard, the
impact on the tenant.
5. If landlords do not provide a fit home, the Act
provides tenants with the right to take court action
for breach of contract. This provides an alternative
to seeking enforcement through the local authority –
although it does not prevent the local authority from
taking action, too. If the court finds in the tenant’s
favour, they can require the landlord to:
• Pay compensation to the tenant – with no limit on
the amount which can be awarded by the judge.
Landlords may also be required to pay the tenant’s
costs
• Do the necessary works to improve the property.
From National Landlords Association Blog

short term lets could see tenants leave 500,000 properties
Short-term lets could see tenants leave 500,000
properties
Nearly half a million properties could be left
unavailable for residents looking to rent in the private
rented sector, as more landlords exit the market and
move into short-term lets due to the raft of legislative
changes they have been faced with.
ARLA Propertymark, in partnership with leading
research consultancy Capital Economics, today
launches its Impact of Short-Term Lets report, which
looks at the scale of the UK’s short-term lets sector and
the wider implications on the private rented sector.
Growth in short-term lets
Highlighting the huge growth in the short-term lets
sector, the number of active listings on Airbnb in the
UK rose by a third (33 per cent) to 223,000 in 2018
from 168,000 in 2017. As to be expected, London has
the largest market in the UK, with the number of active
listings rising four-fold from 18,000 in 2015 to 77,000
in 2019. Edinburgh has seen growth in short-term lets
triple, with 32,000 active listings in the Scottish capital
in 2019, up from 11,000 in 2016.
The report reveals 16 per cent of adults have let out all,
or part, of their property at least once in the last two
years – equating to 8.2 million people. This suggests 4.5
million properties, the equivalent of 19 per cent of the
UK’s housing stock, have been used for short-term lets
(24.2 million properties).
Tenants will suffer
A key concern with the increase in short-term lets is the
impact it’s having on the private rented sector and the
tenants who will suffer due to a fall in the number of
properties available for long-term rent. Ultimately, if
supply in the private rented sector continues to fall, a
rise in rent costs will be inevitable.
The findings show 16 per cent of landlords said they
only offer short-term tenancies and a further seven per

cent offer both short and long term lets. Of the overall
landlord population, 2.7 per cent have changed from
long-term tenants to short-term lets. If this share is
applied to landlords across the country, this equates to
46,000 properties that have already been made
unavailable for local people looking for a home. London
saw a larger share of people (four per cent) who stated
they had offered short-term lets on properties they
previously used for longer term rentals.
Exiting the private rented sector
Nearly half (46 per cent) of landlords that offer shortterm lets do so to enjoy more flexibility in how they use
their property. The assault on the private rented sector
over recent years and the burdensome regulations in the
long-term letting market was cited by two-fifths (38 per
cent). Over a quarter (27 per cent) were encouraged to
move to short-term lets because they thought they could
achieve higher rents.
Future of short-term lets
One in 10 landlords (10 per cent) are likely to consider a
switch to short-term lets, which will have a significant
impact on the country’s already stretched housing
supply. Landlords with more than five properties in
their portfolio are considerably more likely to reduce
their offering of long-term lets and replace with the
short-term letting model.
Based on the number of landlords considering a move to
short-term lets, up to 230,000 properties could be left
unavailable for tenants if landlords who said they were
‘very likely’ to move to offering short-term lets were to
do so. If this included landlords who stated they were
‘fairly likely’ to make the move, the number of
properties rises to 470,000, which is a huge concern,
particularly for vulnerable or low-income tenants, who
are reliant on the private rented sector.
From ARLA
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local housing allowance rates from april 2020
WEEKLY RATES
Broad Rental Market
Area

Room

1 Bed

2 Bed

3 Bed

4 Bed

Kernow West

£70.27

£106.67

£134.57

£154.08

£188.44

North Cornwall &
Devon Borders

£69.87

£94.81

£122.10

£142.22

£175.98

Plymouth

£72.42

£98.63

£124.44

£147.90

£185.55

When calculating your monthly payments please
remember that these figures are for weekly rent and you
may see a discrepancy in your book keeping if you ask
your tenant for monthly payments
Rates for each claimant are only reviewed annually on
the anniversary date of the initial claim. The only other
time a review can be undertaken is if there is a change
in circumstances i.e. change of address or break in
claim, the rate might also be updated in year if there is a
change which entitles the claimant to a different rate of
LHA due to a change in the number of occupiers or a
relevant birthday which changes the claimant's bedroom
requirement.
These figures are used to calculate the Housing element
of Universal Credit

Remember these figures are the
MAXIMUM that will be payable to your

tenant.

A copy of these figures can be downloaded from
the CRLA website—you will find them in the
Public Pages under Download Free Resources
If you want to see rates for other areas please visit:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/localhousing-allowance-lha-rates-applicable-from-april-2020
-to-march-2021
or ask Ruth Clarke to look them up for you.
To help keep the LHA rates as accurate as possible
please keep the Rent Officers informed of the (nonLHA) rents you charge.

The form for this is available to download from
the CRLA website or ask Ruth Clarke for a
copy

Ruth Clarke

online right to rent checking service due this year
An online service allowing landlords to fulfil their
obligations with the Home Office’s controversial right
to rent scheme is due to launch later this year.
Since February 2016, private landlords have been
required to check the immigration status of all
prospective tenants and ascertain whether they are
legally allowed to rent property in the UK. Failure to
comply can result in fines of up to £3,000 per tenant
or a prison term of up to five years – if it is found there
was “reasonable cause to believe” the tenant in question
did not have the right to rent property in the UK.
The scheme, which was brought in as part of then-home
secretary Theresa May’s "hostile environment" agenda,
has proven hugely unpopular with a comprehensive
range of groups, including organisations representing

landlords, lettings agents and tenants, and charities
dedicated to housing and human rights.
Among the many concerns raised about right to rent is
the additional administrative burden on landlords of
conducting the relevant checks.
CSW reported last year that the Home Office had begun
work on an online service through which landlords
could perform the relevant checks on individuals'
immigration status. However, members of the
consultative panel set up to advise the department on the
implementation of the policy described the version of
the service they had been shown last summer as
"very limited".
Immigration minister Kevin Foster has recently
reiterated that “the Home Office is planning to launch
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online right to rent checking service due this year
an online digital right to rent status-checking service to
support landlords in conducting right to rent checks”.
No date has been set for the service to go live, but it is
understood the government intends to launch the tool
before the end of 2020.
Such a service would follow the April 2018 launch of a
digital service allowing employers to check prospective
employees’ right to work in the UK. The creation of this
online service was supplemented by amended
legislation and official guidance for employers “which
sets out how they can use the online service in
complying with their responsibilities” under
immigration law.
“The Home Office is transforming the way migrants
demonstrate their immigration status and right to work
and rent in the UK,” Foster added, in response to a
written parliamentary question from Labour MP Alex
Norris.
While an online right to rent-checking service would
allay some concerns about the scheme, the criticisms
levelled against it are far broader and deeper.
Last year a High Court judge ruled that the programme

is inherently discriminatory and breaches human rights
law. The Home Office is appealing the judgement.
That ruling, made by Mr Justice Martin Spencer, came
following a legal challenge launched by the Joint
Council for the Welfare of Immigrants. The challenge
was supported by organisations including the Equality
and Human Rights Commission and the Residential
Landlords Association – both of which have
participated in the Landlords Consultative Panel
convened by the Home Office to monitor the scheme.
Other organisations represented on the panel include the
British Property Federation, the housing charity Shelter,
the UK Association of Letting Agents, and the Royal
Institute of Chartered Surveyors.
Another panel member, National Landlords Association
policy and practice director Chris Norris, told CSW last
year: “We have been – sceptical would be too light a
word – very concerned about Right to Rent. Frankly, I
don’t think there’s anybody around the table that likes
the policy.”
From Civil Service World

carbon monoxide alarms
A Carbon Monoxide (CO) alarm should be fixed in a
suitable location in the same room as the appliance.
If a CO alarm is activated:
A) Turn the appliance off
B) Open doors and windows to ventilate the building
C) Leave the building immediately and don’t return
until your appliance is extinguished and the air in
the room is clear
D) If you feel unwell go to your Doctor, call NHS 111
or, if it is urgent phone 999 for an ambulance. Tell

them you feel your symptoms may be related to
carbon monoxide poisoning
E) Before you reuse the appliance, have it serviced by
a HETAS Registered Installer or HETAS Approved
Servicing technician and the chimney swept by a
HETAS Approved Chimney Sweep
F) Do not use the appliance until it is shown to be in
safe working order.
From HETAS 2020 Guide

government is failing ‘good landlords’ by attacking the prs, says rla
The latest data demonstrates the failure of government
policy for the private rented sector, which in turn is
having an adverse impact on the sector.
With demand from tenants continuing to outstrip
housing supply in the PRS, the Royal Institution for
Chartered Surveyors (RICS) predicts that private sector
rents are set to increase by 2% over the next year.
This follows recent tax increases including restricting
mortgage interest relief to the basic rate of income tax
and a 3% duty levy on the acquisition of additional
properties.
In addition, it has been disclosed that just 18 individual
landlords and property agents and five companies are
registered on the database of rogue landlords for
offences committed since April 2018.
Consequently, the Residential Landlords Association
(RLA) quite rightly points out that either the number of
problem landlords is not as high as many have argued or
local authorities are focussing too much time on
licensing good landlords instead of rooting out the

criminals.
In a further blow to landlords, statistics published
yesterday reveal that it now takes an average of almost
half a year for courts to process claims for repossession
of their property.
The RLA argues that during this time tenants may be
refusing to pay any rent, indulging in anti-social
behaviour or damaging the property.
John Stewart, policy manager for the RLA, commented:
“This series of statistics clearly shows the negative
impact of government policies. At the end of the day it
is tenants who are suffering.
“The drop off in supply caused by good landlords who
find operating in the market more difficult means it is
increasingly difficult for tenants to secure somewhere to
live and they are then faced with higher rents.
“Ministers need to change course and instead of
attacking the private rented sector, there should be
policies and taxation to encourage growth in the supply
(Continued on page 14)
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government is failing ‘good landlords’ by attacking the
prs, says rla
of rental accommodation to meet the ever increasing
demand.”

From Landlord Today

a housing court is needed for landlords and tenants
As the Government acts to end the ability of landlords
to regain possession of a property with no explanation,
it needs to address one of the major reasons this is used.
Landlords often use this process because it takes an
average of over five months to go through the
alternative process to have a tenant removed which
requires applying to the court and waiting for the slow
wheels of justice to move.
During this time the tenant may be refusing to pay any
rent or possibly causing anti-social behaviour and being
a nuisance to neighbours.
For tenants, the process for taking action against a
landlord who fails to meet their obligations can be just
as frustrating and very confusing.
A housing court is needed to give confidence to
landlords and tenants
A report by Citizens Advice in 2017 found that 45 per
cent of tenants wanting to take action against a landlord
who takes longer to complete repairs than is normally
reasonable are put off by the delay involved.
As many as 54 per cent of them are put off by the
complexity of the process.
This is hardly surprising given that, depending on the
type of problem they have, tenants and landlords can
take their case to the county court, the magistrates’ court
or the property tribunal.
Both tenants and landlords are being let down by a court
system that is failing to provide justice swiftly when
things go wrong.
Data obtained by the RLA shows that the time taken for
a claim to be processed varies from over 30 weeks in
London to 14 weeks in the South West.
Even the latter figure is a long time for a landlord to go
without rent or for a tenant to wait for repairs to the
heating and the huge variance between courts starkly
illustrates how broken the system is.
The Government has said that its forthcoming Renters’
Reform Bill will include plans that will give
landlords “more rights to gain possession of their
property through the courts where there is a legitimate
need for them to do so.”
It has also pledged to “improve the court process for
landlords to make it quicker and easier for them to get

their property back sooner.”
But it is hard to see how this Bill can address the lack of
funding that plagues the courts in England and Wales.
Instead of tinkering with the current system, what is
needed is the establishment of a dedicated housing
court.
This could build on the work of the current Property
Tribunal and cover matters such as property standards,
whether landlords are meeting their legal obligations
and repossession cases.
Making use of the Property Tribunal’s in-house
surveyors and inspectors would reduce the need for
costly, external experts and the more informal operation
of the Tribunal, such as holding hearings in local
buildings like schools, would also make it less daunting
and more accessible for tenants and landlords.
The opportunity would be created to decide cases using
Alternative Dispute Resolution and to use online courts
so that the majority of paperwork and case management
could be dealt with electronically, reducing paperwork
and cutting down the need for hearings which are a
major cause of delays.
The idea has the support of the parliamentary select
committee overseeing housing, leading think tanks and
the consumer organisation, Which?.
Indeed the Government even consulted on establishing
such a court and yet, over a year after this closed, no
firm proposals have been published.
A housing court is needed to give confidence to
landlords and tenants.
RLA research shows that over 90 per cent of landlords
support the idea.
It would give them the assurance they need that where
they want to take back a property for legitimate reasons
they can do so in a timely and effective way.
For tenants, they would be clear about where to go to
pursue their rights on issues around property disrepair
and landlords failing to abide by their legal duties and
requirements.
It would provide a faster route for redress to tackle bad
landlords and bad housing.
David Smith, Policy Director for the Residential
Landlords Association

local government and social care ombudsman decision
Summary: Mr X is a private landlord. He complained
the Council misled him when it offered to pay his
tenant’s (Ms Y’s) rent arrears. He said this has caused
him huge financial loss and the Council should pay Ms
Y’s outstanding debt. There is no evidence the Council
is liable for the debt. There is no fault with the
Council’s decision not to pay Mr X.

From lgo.org.uk
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new housing minister
Christopher Pincher, MP for
Tamworth, has been named as the
new Minister of State for Housing
having previously been Minister of
State for Europe and the
Americas..
Mr Pincher is the 18th holder of
the post of Minister of State for
Housing in the last twenty years
We can only hope that Mr Pincher

remains in post long enough to have an impact on fixing
the broken housing market through support for good
landlords.
The Rt Hon. Robert Jenrick MP remains in post as
Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and
Local Government
Ruth Clarke

english housing survey results published: tenancy
length increasing
The results for the Government’s English Housing
Survey for 2018-19 were published yesterday, and they
reveal a mixed bag of statistics. Tenancy lengths are
increasing, but this isn’t necessarily a good thing for
tenants.
The average length of tenancies in the private rental
sector (PRS) has increased to 4.4 years, up from 4.1
years in last year’s survey. The Residential Landlords
Association sees this as a positive.
John Stewart, Policy Manager at the RLA believes that
landlords are helping tenants establish roots in their
communities:
“The vast majority of landlords who do a good job
welcome good tenants staying in their properties longterm and today’s figures bear this out. They clearly
refute the picture some create that landlords spend all
their time looking for ways to evict their tenants and it
is time to end this scaremongering.
“The market is meeting the ever changing demands on it
without the need for legislation. It is vital that the
Government continues to support and encourage this
with pro-growth policies that support good landlords to
provide the long-term homes to rent to meet ever
growing demand.”
Others see longer tenancies as a symptom of a broken
property market. Joseph Daniels, founder of Project
Etopia said:
“Falling home ownership among the young still
threatens to become a national crisis rooted in high
property prices and stretched affordability but the tide
has finally started to turn.
“Help to Buy, both the equity loan and the ISA, and
Stamp Duty relief, are behind the march of the first-time
buyers who will be powering a recovery in home
ownership in this age bracket.
“This points to a welcome softening in affordability
issues but much more progress needs to be made. It will
take considerable time and momentum until owner
occupancy among younger people returns to the 59%
seen in 2003-04.
“House building will need to keep pace with growing
demand and buyers face very different propositions
across the country with prices still unaffordable in many
parts of the UK, particularly in the south of England.”
Dan Wilson Craw, Director of Generation Rent sees this

as a big problem. Whilst landlords are providing a
useful service, renting is not the end goal for most
people, but owning their own home is looking more and
more difficult.
“Renters are getting older and many are raising children
in homes they can currently lose at their landlords’
whim. Renters are compromising on space to cover
expensive market rents, so overcrowding is at an alltime high. Young and old alike, more renters fear they’ll
be renting for life.
“These trends underline the urgency of reforming the
rental market to give tenants stable and affordable
homes. The government’s Renters’ Reform Bill is a
huge opportunity to give hope to 11 million people.”
On overcrowding, it is worth noting that the percentage
of overcrowded rented homes is at 6.2%, a 23-year
high. Even more worrying is that the PRS is the only
sector that has seen no decrease in its percentage of non
-decent homes.
• 25% of private rented homes fail to meet the Decent
Homes Standard 2018, compared to 17% of owner
occupied, and 12% of social rented. This means that
1.15M privately rented homes are not considered to:
Meet the statutory minimum standard for housing
(the Housing Health and Safety system (HHSRS)
since April 2006), homes which contain a Category
1 hazard under the HHSRS are considered nondecent
• Provide a reasonable degree of thermal comfort
• Be in a reasonable state of repair
• Have reasonably modern facilities and services
With renters staying longer in individual tenancies, and
looking at a longer proportion of their lives renting, it is
clear that both landlords and the Government must work
together to improve tenants’ lives.
The Government must make the property market more
accessible to renters, first time buyers and young
families.
And whilst the majority of landlords provide decent
accommodation, more must be done to improve the
quality of non-decent rented property.
From Landlord News
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student council tax—did the tide turn?
As government funding for local authorities has been
progressively cut, councils have tried to maximise their
council tax income by going after student landlords for
payment for every day a property contains a non-student
or is empty. Our screams of victimisation have been
ignored, though we have had a little success in ensuring
that student halls get the same treatment as small private
landlords.
However, it appears students are now getting upset and
the government may well take action as a result.
Those of us who are student landlords all completed the
standard forms last September detailing each students
name, student ID number etc and then waited for the
annual council tax bill to arrive based on the earliest
date any occupant might not be a full time student (so
typically date of last exam) through to the latest date
when one of their courses start (as a full time student
on summer break is not a student in the eyes of the
Council Tax gestapo and taxes must be paid!).
The reaction of landlords to the imposition of Council
Taxes in this way has been to move away from
individual contracts (AST's) to joint ones, as when
students are on individual contracts the council deems
the landlord liable for any taxes during the contract

period whereas when students have a single contract
between them, it is they who are liable for any taxes
levied. Also, landlords have been moving away from 10
month contracts to 11 or 12 month contracts (typically
the same annual income but spread over more of the
year) - this protects them from the 'empty property'
liability to council tax.
The outcome of all of these changes is that already
heavily indebted students are being hit with significant
council tax bills and they do not like it. The point was
first raised on BBC Radio 4's Moneybox Live
program last month.
The response to that initial program was so large that it
was covered again in the following weeks programme
and as you can hear (click box to the right), the
government has re-iterated that a full-time student is a
student for the duration of their course and they do not
expect local authorities to levy taxes in the way they
have been doing. We wait with bated breath - but in the
interim, do keep clear records of Council Tax paid as if
the practice is unlawful, you will need to claim a rebate
of any payments erroneously collected.
From Portsmouth and District Private Landlords
Association

hmrc re-issues brief guidance on making tax digital
for landlords and sole traders
HMRC has re-issued brief guidance on Making Tax
Digital (MTD) for landlords and sole traders who will
eventually be required to report income tax quarterly.
It is not yet clear when quarterly reporting plus a fifth
yearly report will be introduced, but this is the longterm objective for the government.
The fifth report, the so-called final declaration, designed
to ultimately replace self assessment tax returns, is still
at the trial stage and is unlikely to become mandatory in
the short-term.
MTD will eventually be made available to landlords
with UK property as well as sole traders with a single
business, and only if they do not have additional income
of any kind.
The scheme will still not be open to anyone who has
income from any other sources, such as dividends, or
other payments where tax relief is claimed.
Anyone using the MTD for income tax system will have
to use accounting software to submit the returns, raising
costs for individuals and business.
The brief HMRC guidance states: ‘You must have
software that’s compatible with Making Tax Digital for
Income Tax before you sign up.’

Once signed up, the landlord or sole trader or landlord
will have to keep digital records of all their business
income and expenses. Every three months they will be
required to use compatible software to send a summary
of business income and expenses to HMRC.
‘The software will tell you when to send the updates to
HMRC, or you can choose to send them more often,’
HMRC said.
There will also be the option of setting up special
monthly payment plans ‘if you want to pay your tax bill
more regularly’.
Once the update is sent in, the MTD for income tax
system at HMRC will create a year to date calculation
of how much tax is owed at any time based on the
information provided in the summary.
There will also be a requirement for a fifth report,
detailing the annual tax payable, which will have to be
settled by 31 January of the proceeding tax year.
The HMRC guidance states: ‘At the end of your
accounting period, you’ll need to finalise your business
income and expenses. You’ll also be able to submit any
personal income and reliefs you claim.’
From Landlord Today

flat owners must pay £400 a month to fire wardens
A follow up on the 13 blocks of flats that have
potentially dangerous cladding and are potentially
facing closure in the North of England.
Residents in one of the apartment blocks, named St

George’s Building, in Leeds shares the same dangerous
cladding with The Cube in Bolton known as High
Pressure-Laminate (HPL) . Which led to The Cube
tragically burning down on November 18. Although, it
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flat owners must pay £400 a month to fire wardens
is claimed by The Fire Brigades Union that HPL is
'more widespread than the cladding that was responsible
for the Grenfell Tower' fire which is Aluminium
Composite Material (ACM). Whilst the cladding is
different, they are both combustible thus dangerous.
Resultingly the Government has set ‘aside £200m to
remove ACM from privately owned blocks, and there
have been calls for the funding to be extended to other
forms of cladding’ as HPL material is not currently
covered under a government fund to replace flammable
cladding. However, it seems these calls are only set to
increase in frequency and intensity as residents in Leeds
are having to pay £400 a month to stay safe from the
cladding surrounding their homes.
Residents of St George’s Building have to collectively
fund £36,000 a month to afford the services of fire
wardens until this problem is resolved. Residents are in
a tragic catch 22 as in the short term if they are unable
to pay, then they will be served with a prohibition notice
that means that they are unable to stay in their homes.
Yet in the long term residents feel trapped as they are
unable to sell their homes due to the cladding.
The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government has stated that “Residents' safety is the
government's priority and we have repeatedly made
clear that building owners must ensure their residents
are safe in their homes.
"This means all cladding systems, including highpressure laminates, that do not conform to our strict

building safety standards must be removed, and
building owners should do all they can to protect
leaseholders from costs."
In a statement, West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service
said:
“WYFRS is committed to keeping residents and our
firefighters safe. We are calling for urgent action to be
taken to remove flammable cladding which remains on
some buildings across our region. Enhanced fire safety
(interim measures) were put in place to allow residents
to continue living in such buildings following the
Grenfell Tower tragedy in 2017.
However, these measures were designed to be shortterm until works could be completed to remove the
flammable cladding. We are now more than two years
down the line and we feel these interim measures cannot
go on indefinitely.
There has been a lack of action from some of those
legally responsible for these buildings to resolve this
issue, and following the first phase of the Grenfell
report, we feel steps need to be taken, by the responsible
parties, to remove this cladding to ensure the safety of
residents"
It remains to be seen how this problem will be resolved
without negatively affecting many residents across the
United Kingdom, who have unknowingly ended up in a
tricky and equally troublesome predicament.
From Fire Industry Association

what should you do if your buy-to-let property
floods?
If your property is flooding, we recommend you take
the following action:
• Keep in touch with your tenants. Advise them to
move valuables to higher floors if it is possible. Tell
them to turn off gas and electric supplies. Advise
them to stay away from electrical equipment, even
if the electricity supply is turned off. If the flood has
been caused by a burst pipe, ensure that the water
supply is turned off at the mains.
• Ask your tenant to take other precautions, too.
These may include using buckets to catch water
from dripping ceilings to avoid damage to floors,
and using towels or sandbags at the base of doors to
help prevent water from entering adjacent rooms.
• Take photographs of the damage caused.
Never attempt property repairs yourself. Always use
professionals. There may be unseen structural
damage, and undertaking repairs yourself could put
you in danger.
If the flood makes the property uninhabitable, your
tenant will need to move out. In this case, speak to your
tenant and come to an agreement about rent and what
you will do next. Remember that this will be a difficult
time for the tenant, so empathy is needed.
Check Your Landlord Insurance
When a rental property is made uninhabitable by

flooding, it can be very expensive to put it right, make
repairs, replace damaged items, and return your tenant’s
home to the standard and condition it was before the
flood occurred.
Before you do anything else today, check your landlord
insurance. Does it provide alternative accommodation
cover? What items are covered under damage clauses?
Will rental payments be covered if the tenant stops
paying their rent?
From EzyTrac Property Group
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the best way to clean up after a flood
There's no better time to educate yourself should your
home be the next one to flood. Here's how to salvage (or
toss) everything, from flooring and food to furniture and
clothes, after the water recedes.
1. Walk around your home.
After an evacuation, don't let your family rush back into
the place. Check for issues like loose or fallen power
cables, damaged gas lines and cracks in the foundation
or in beams. Next assess your roof. Shingles may need
repair. If you have tress nearby, carefully check their
stability.
2. Evaluate the indoor scene.
Before you tackle clean up, know that severe damage
requires a pro. They have heavy-duty equipment to
remove water and the expertise to check for mold. Plus,
any issues with walls and floors should be
professionally handled. You should be able to manage
minor flooding yourself, but don't bother trying to save
any items contaminated by raw sewage, oil or other
waste — they'll need to be discarded. Look at the
ceiling: If you see water spots, it's an indication of
roofing damage.
GH Lab tip: If the power is still out, use a flashlight,
not a candle, to see things as open flames can burn items
or cause gases to ignite.
3. Start clean-up quickly.
To keep mold at bay, it's important to dry water-logged
items (everything from furniture to small knick-knacks)
within 48 hours. The longer they remain wet, the more
likely mildew stains will appear. Begin by opening
windows and using fans and dehumidifiers to keep air
circulating.
4. Salvage and clean carpeting.
It's best to send removable carpets and area rugs out for
professional cleaning. Unfortunately, installed carpeting
(and the padding underneath) that's been immersed in
water can't be adequately cleaned and should be thrown
away.
If only part of your carpeting got wet, use a wet-dry
vacuum to remove as much water as possible. Then, call
in professional cleaners, or clean and rinse the carpet
with an extraction cleaner (also known as a steam
cleaner, like one of these machines we tested in the
Good Housekeeping Institute). Use fans to speed up
drying.
Depending on the extent of the damage, it may be
necessary to pull the carpeting up to thoroughly dry the
padding and floor. Plus, you may need to replace the
padding to prevent mold. After cleaning and drying,
spray with disinfectant spray, like Lysol.
5. Tackle furniture.
Take solid wood furniture outdoors, and remove

drawers and doors to clean it (swollen parts may need to
dry first, if they can't easily be removed). Thoroughly
brush or wash dirty furniture with a well-wrung cloth
dipped in a mild soap and water solution. Use a cloth
wrung in clear water to rinse. Allow the pieces to dry
out of direct sunlight.
Badly damaged furniture may need professional
refinishing, but others might just need a new coat of
polish. Upholstered furniture should be professionally
cleaned, and flood-damaged mattresses should be
discarded.
6. Inspect appliances.
For things like coffee makers and toasters, look at cords
for fraying or exposed wires. For fridges, ranges and
washers, call a service company to check the safety of
connections and components. Replace anything that
appears to be severely damaged.
7. Open up the fridge.
If you're away from home for more than four hours, toss
perishables like meat, dairy and leftovers. It's OK to
save condiments. Freezer contents are safe for about 48
hours, if the freezer is full. If only half-full, you've got
24 hours.
GH Lab tip: As soon as you hear a storm is coming, be
proactive and freeze milk, meat and poultry.
8. Clean clothing — twice.
For washable fabrics, treat any stains with a prewash
spray (we like Shout Advanced Gel) and wash in cool
water with a powdered laundry detergent. Powdered
detergents work well at removing clay and dirt that
floodwater may contain, and cool water keeps stains
from setting.
After this initial wash, re-launder everything, this time
in the hottest water that's safe for the fabrics with
powdered detergent and either chlorine or all-fabric
bleach. Air dry all garments until you are certain any
stains are removed. Take non-washable garments to the
dry cleaner.
9. Beware of carbon monoxide poisoning.
If you're relying on a charcoal grill or camp stove for
cooking, don't even think about firing it up indoors.
When used in enclosed spaces these types of grills can
produce lethal levels of the gas, which is colourless and
odourless – but still deadly. Same goes for portable
generators.
10. Document the damage.
It may be hard emotionally, but if you want to file an
insurance claim, make sure you record all the damage
with clear pictures and thorough notes.
From Good Housekeeping

what aspects of the home are causing concern when it
comes to cleaning?
Cleaning is often identified as the most common cause
of a tenancy deposit dispute in the private rented
property sector.
Figures provided by The Deposit Protection Service

(The DPS) reveals that cleaning tops the list of reasons
why a deduction was made to the tenancy deposit, with
almost two-thirds of landlords that entered The DPS’
Dispute Resolution Service citing cleaning amongst
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what aspects of the home are causing concern when it
comes to cleaning?
their reasons for a claim.
Interested in this issue, End of Tenancy Cleaning
company surveyed 1,624 renters and homeowners
across the UK to help establish which aspects of the
home are typically forgotten or ignored when it comes
to cleaning.
The study aims to encourage more people, including
renters, to stay on top of cleaning, which in turn should
help reduce tenancy disputes in the future.
End of Tenancy Cleaning found that the microwave is
the aspect of the home causing the biggest concern, with
81% of respondents planning to properly clean it inside
and outside at least once a month this year.
Thereafter, 74% plan to thoroughly wash all their bins
on a monthly basis, while, 69% want to give the most
frequently used heavy furniture, such as the sofa, in
their home a good wipe down each month.

At the other end, 43% of Brits intend to dust and wipe
all the light fixtures and light switches in their home at
least once a month.
Slightly above, 48% want to hoover all the floor mats
and rugs in their home one time a month.
Ivan Ivanov, managing director of End of Tenancy
Cleaning, said: “A new year brings a new-found desire
to attend to the things in our lives we have not paid
enough attention to.
“For many, this means assessing the level of cleanliness
they are currently achieving in their living environment
and in doing so, unfortunately realising it’s not adequate
enough.
“Additionally, it provides the opportunity to carefully
identify all the forgotten and ignored parts of the home
they may have been neglecting to clean regularly.”
From Landlord Today

the importance of keeping tenant contact information up to date
The average length of the average tenancy period in the
private rented sector is getting longer as the market
expands. Longer tenancies can benefit both landlords
and tenants alike as they can offer a stable home to the
tenant and a secure income for the landlord; it’s
therefore more important than ever to ensure that
landlords and their letting agents have a process in place
to regularly update their tenants’ contact information as
the longer the term of the tenancy, the more chance
there is of tenants changing their phone numbers and
email addresses.
Here at TDS, we see first-hand the struggles faced by
the parties when a tenancy reaches its end date and there
is difficulty contacting tenants. TDS currently does not
hold the contact details for around 3% of the tenants
associated with tenancy deposit registrations under our
Custodial tenancy deposit protection scheme and 6% of
the tenants in our Insured scheme. Communicating with
the tenants at the end of the tenancy is vital so that the
tenancy deposit stakeholder can discuss how to
distribute the deposit and discuss any proposed
deductions.
Here, we want to give you some top tips to find
opportunities, at various stages of the tenancy, to gather
and update this information where it may change.
Be Prepared
You can take active steps to avoid being left without
means of contacting the tenant by being fully prepared
at the beginning of a tenancy. Firstly, ensure you have
the correct contact information for all tenants, not just
one or the lead tenant. Take a valid email address and
stress to your tenants the importance of them keeping
you up to date if the email address changes. By
reinforcing the fact that this email address will be the
contact method used to discuss the return of the deposit
at the end of the tenancy, it will increase the tenants’
understanding of the importance of this information.
You can also take mobile details as well as any
alternative contact numbers; it is better to have too
much than too little in this situation. The more ways you

have to make contact, the higher the possibility of
getting in touch and resolving any issues with the
tenant. Completing the long list of details required
under the Prescribed Information requirement with
alternative contact address details address for contact
after the tenancy ends to remove much of the risk of a
situation when the tenant absconds.
TDS can only authorise the release of tenancy deposit
funds if both parties agree to the allocations of the
deposit. If the parties to the tenancy are unable to agree
to deductions TDS can adjudicate on how the deposit
should be released but this will only be based on the
evidence supplied and if TDS are also able to contact
the tenants. In our experience, where contact details are
current and up to date the end of tenancy process can be
more seamless as the parties are able to engage with
each other and TDS where necessary.
Don’t miss an opportunity
As we’ve already touched upon, the start of the tenancy
is the best time to collect contact information for your
tenant and to communicate the importance of keeping
this information up-to-date. What proactive steps can
landlords and agents take during the term of the tenancy
to ensure the information held is current?
There are various occasions during a tenancy that
landlords and agents can utilise to gather up-to-date
contact information such as when arranging periodic
property inspections, coordinating for contractors to
attend to maintenance repairs or during any tenancy
correspondence with your tenant. A small addition to
your emails/letters reminding your tenant to update you
with any changes to their contact information will help
to keep the contact data held on file
accurate. Remember, the email address is the key
contact information that is needed and should therefore
be prioritised in your correspondence.
The final countdown
When you know a tenancy is coming to an end, this is
another opportunity for landlords and agents to check
(Continued on page 21)
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the importance of keeping tenant contact information
up to date
that the e-mail address they hold for their tenant (and
additional contact information) is up to date. Use the
end of tenancy documentation to reiterate the
importance of these contact details being valid. Remind
your tenant that if you are unable to contact them when
they move out, this may result in delays or difficulties in
arranging for deposit funds to be released or discussed
with them.
It is always advised to carry out an end of tenancy
inspection and allow your tenants an opportunity to
attend. At this inspection, you can check with your
tenant that the email address you hold for them is the

best and most relevant email address to use. It is
important to remember that this is a benefit for both
parties to avoid any delays in the return of the deposit.
Key Points
• First and foremost – get email addresses from all
your tenants
• Having an address for contact after tenancy ends
will help your end of tenancy discussions
• Use pre-tenancy, during tenancy and end of tenancy
as opportunities to ensure these details are up-todate
From Tenancydepositscheme.com

member benefits
Accountancy Services and Tax Advice—FREE
INITIAL ADVICE RELATING TO YOUR
LETTINGS BUSINESS
John Savage Accountancy
Tel: John on 01872 271947
Email: john@johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk

Beauty Treatments and Massage—DISCOUNT
Darling Angels @ Rococo
28 Lemon Street, Truro, Cornwall TR1 2LS
Tel: 07833 473716
www.darlingangels.co.uk
10% discount for CRLA members off all full price
massage and beauty treatments
Building Supplies
B&Q DISCOUNTS through Tradepoint
Remember to use your Tradepoint Card whenever you
visit a B&Q store (even if you use the 'ordinary' cash
desk and not a Tradepoint designated till.)
Travis Perkins
Quote Card Number A17132
Account Number RR6792
This is a cash account so you will still need to pay for
goods at the time of ordering/collection
Carpets—DISCOUNTS
THE CARPET SHOP
Covering Mid Cornwall
A wide range of carpet ,vinyl, tiles and laminate
Free Expert advice
Free measuring and estimates
10% discount for all members!
30a Fair Street
St. Columb
TR9 6RL
Contact: John Clements
Shop 01637 881666
Mobile 07813179291
Email: jclements589@aol.com
Website: www.thecarpetshop.net

Cleaning and Gardening—DISCOUNTS
Taylor Maids Cornwall
Tel: Louise on 07460575391
Email: Taylormaidscornwall@gmail.com
Luxe Holiday Housekeepers
Tel: 07482366173
Email: luxeholidayservices@gmail.com
The Cornish Holiday Housekeepers Team
07474798764
Copywriting—DISCOUNTS
Broca Creative
Copywriting service offering 50% discount to CRLA
members on their first purchase.
Email: hello@brocacreative.co/
Website: https://brocacreative.co/
Counselling—DISCOUNTS
Just Be Yourself
Tel: Bhavna on 07946 423 787
Email:puretherapy1@yahoo.co.uk
http://www.counselling-directory.org.uk/counsellors/
bhavna-raithatha/
Professional counselling from a highly qualified,
experienced and accredited counsellor based in
Newquay. I provide both telephone and face to face
counselling for any issue ranging from anxiety and
depression, to relationship issues and abuse. Please see
my listing for more details: http://www.counsellingdirectory.org.uk/counsellors/bhavna-raithatha
Immediate appointments available. 10% discount for
CRLA members and family.
Debt Collection—DISCOUNTS
COLLECTaDEBTpro.com
Tel: 0845 218 5225
Email: sales@collectadebtpro.com
Online, set fee debt recovery solution which includes
intelligent multimedia strategies, investigations, trace
and litigation if required. You only pay our low set price
(Continued on page 22)
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per account (no other costs or commissions are charged)
and most clients actually receive our services for FREE.
The CRLA have negotiated a preferential members
discount of 25% on all packages. Please use the
discount code “CRLA25” when instructing us via our
online portal at www.collectadebtpro.com.
Electrical Goods—DISCOUNTS
Dixons (Includes Currys, PCWorld, Carphone
Warehouse if in-store with any of these)
Minimum 5% discount
Contact Ruth Clarke to register for these discounts
Discounts are NOT available in-store, only on-line or
telephone
Electrician—DISCOUNTS
Guy Foreman Electrics
Tel: Guy on 01326 241773 or 07736308299
Email: guyforeman.sparky@btinternet.com
All electrical services including installation testing and
PAT testing
Energy Performance Certificates/Room
Legionella—DISCOUNTS
EPC Cornwall
Tel: 07779120004
Email: epccornwall@btinternet.com

Plans/

Energy Performance Certificates—FREE INITIAL
ADVICE
Cornwall Home Energy Surveys
Call Vince on 01872 553685 or 07813 045992
www.energysurveyscornwall.com
Fire Safety
Jeff Hick—FREE INITIAL ADVICE RELATING
TO YOUR LETTINGS BUSINESS
Tel: Jeff on 01872 277256
Email: jeffhick@hotmail.com
Golant Fire and Security—Discounts
Tel: 01726 861116
Email: info@gfsfire.co.uk
www.https://www.gfsfire.co.uk/
Forms for Your Lettings Business—FREE
Forms and Guidance relevant to Lettings can be
downloaded from the CRLA website.
FREE to CRLA members
Gardening—DISCOUNTS
Tremain Garden Design
Established since 1997
Consultation, Design, Planting, Project Management.
Blank canvas design to general Garden restyling and
improvements
Gardeners Questions service
07817417998
10% Discount to CRLA Members for Consultancy Fees
AND for Design Fees

Gas and Plumbing Services—Discounts
Plumbing Solutions Truro
Plumbing and Gas. Including Landlord Safety
Certificates, Boiler Servicing, Boiler Installations and
general plumbing maintenance and repairs.
£5 discount to CRLA members on Landlord Safety
Certificates
Tel: 07918 105583
Email: adammansbridge@ymail.com
https://www.facebook.com/plumbingsolutionstruro/
Inventories—DISCOUNTS
Westcountry Inventories
Tel: 01326 567535
Email: natalieosborne78@googlemail.com
10% discount to CRLA members
Heating—DISCOUNTS
Duchy ECO Heating
Tel: 01326 727398
Email: info@duchyecoheating.co.uk
www.duchyecoheating.co.uk
Home Emergency Cover
Better Home Cover – one month cover free
Tel: 0800 862 0833
Email: peter@betterhomecover.com
Use promotional code CRLA1MONTH
Landlord and General Insurance
ADVANTAGEOUS RATES AND SUPPORT TO
CRLA
John Bateman Insurance Consultants Limited
Tel: 01926 405040 OR 01926 405882
Alan Boswell Group
Tel: 01603 216399
Email: landlordenquiries@alanboswell.com
Legionella Risk Assessment—DISCOUNTS
Cornish Energy
Tel: James on 01326 563 910
Email: jamestyas@btinternet.com
Letting Agent and Property Management—
DISCOUNTS
Cornwall Homeseekers Ltd
Tel: 01872 262288
Email: rentals@cornwallhomeseekers.co.uk
2% Discount off Management Fees for CRLA Members

MOULD AND CONDENSATION PROBLEMS—
DISCOUNTS
Envirovent
Contact Charlie Bisby
Tel: 0845 2727 807
Email: cbisby@envirovent.com
Solutions to mould and condensation.
20% discount to CRLA members, larger discounts
available for large portfolios
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member benefits
Paint—DISCOUNTS
Leyland Paints
The Store can be found on The Treliske Industrial
Estate, Truro
Rent Books—DISCOUNTS
Tel: Ruth 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com
95p each, plus postage

Electronic Storage of Risk Assessments
Send your Fire Risk Assessment or Legionnaires
Risk Assessment to us and we will store it securely
with all CRLA files and send you a reminder each
year to consider updating the assessment(s).
Please check the CRLA website for other
companies wishing to work with the CRLA

Safety Log Books—FREE
Tel: Ruth 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com

NB: Not all companies listed on the CRLA
website Trade Directory offer member benefits.

Tax Investigation Insurance Cover- FREE Through
Bateman
THIS IS INCLUDED IN YOUR MEMBERSHIP
FEE
Policy documentation can be found on the CRLA
website in the Members Area under the menu item
Information Sheets for Landlords or contact Ruth
Clarke for assistance

Taxation Software—DISCOUNTS
GOTAXSIMPLE
https://www.gosimpletax.com/tax-crla/
This is an on-line offer only but may be helpful to those
who prepare their own self-assessment tax return
Tenant
Referencing
UNDERTAKEN BY CRLA

10% discount for CRLA members

DISCOUNTS

IF

For Assistance

Contact Ruth Clarke
Tel: 01872 554498 (mobile 07984 250129)
Email: crlawp@gmail.com
TRAGO Stores – DISCOUNTS
Remember to use your Trago2Business Card whenever
you visit a Trago store for 15% discounts on most items.
If you do not have a Trago2Business card please
email sales@trago2business.co.uk or ‘phone 01579
321331 stating your name and CRLA membership
number.
YOGA—DISCOUNTS
The Yoga Hut, Berkeley Vale, Falmouth.
Tel: 07769 803806
email: yogahut@btinternet.com
web: yogahut.net

Please Note: The free initial advice listed above
does not tie you to using the service
you contact. If you do decide to hire
that company they will quote you
for the work involved at their usual
rate.
If you have a helpful supplier or efficient professional
why not suggest to them that they could potentially
increase their business by offering discounts to CRLA
members. Give them Ruth Clarke’s contact details.
If you would like to see your company included in this
listing please contact Ruth Clarke.
Tel: 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com

Other firms wishing to work with CRLA
members are listed on the CRLA website
in the Trade Directory
https://crla.org.uk/public-pages/tradedirectory/
Not all companies listed on the website
offer discounts or benefits to CRLA
members
Can I take this opportunity of
encouraging members considering any
type of insurance to talk to the agents
included in this listing.
The commission paid by them to the
CRLA helps to keep your membership
fees down.
John Bateman Insurance Consultants
Limited
Alan Boswell Group
Talking to any agent or other service
provider or supplier does not mean you
have to user their service.
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humiliation for government as rogues’ database is
largely ignored
The government’s hugely-publicised database for rogue
letting agents and landlords has been running for almost
two years and has…wait for it…just 22 entries.
The This Is Money service from the Daily Mail has
used Freedom of Information requests to ascertain that
the names of only 21 rogue landlords or property agents
had been submitted by 15 local authorities since the
database's launch in April 2018.
This contrasts with reported government estimates that
there may be in excess of 10,000 rogue landlords alone
across the UK, and numerous stories on Letting Agent
Today and other publications highlighting offences
involving agents and buy to let owners.
There are actually 22 entries on the database but these
apply to just 21 individuals or companies.
This Is Money says the entries cover 38 offences
committed by the named people or firms; there are three
entries for banning orders, 15 for criminal convictions
for banning order offences, and four entries for
individuals with two or more civil penalties within 12
months.
The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local

Government is quoted by the paper as saying: “The
database is targeted at only the very worst and persistent
offenders, those who have committed banning order
offences. It takes time to secure convictions or civil
penalty notices for offences that may be recorded on the
database.
“The offence must have been committed after 6 April
2018, the landlord or agent must have been prosecuted
and convicted, and the appeals process must be
complete. The local authority can then apply to the First
-tier tribunal for a banning order and a hearing must be
scheduled.
“When a banning order has been imposed, the local
authority must record it on the database.”
Last year MHCLG launched a formal consultation on
whether to broaden the database to include other
offenders; responses are currently being analysed,
including that of the Association of Residential Letting
Agents - aka ARLA Propertymark - which supports
wider access to the database for tenants and agents.
From Letting Agent Today

government defines what a rogue landlord is
The Liberal Democrat Peer, Lord Greaves, has
received a response to his written parliamentary
question asking what the Government’s technical or
legal definition of a “rogue landlord” is.
The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government, Baroness
Williams of Trafford, responded:
“The term ‘rogue landlord’ is widely understood in the

lettings industry to describe a landlord who knowingly
flouts their obligations by renting out unsafe and
substandard accommodation to tenants, many of whom
may be vulnerable. The Housing and Planning Bill
contains a number of measures to help local authorities
crack down on rogue landlords and force them to either
improve or leave the sector.”
From Tenancy Deposit Scheme

prosecuting private landlords for poor property
conditions—research report
This research project reviewed the resources and
timescales for councils in prosecuting private landlords
in cases of poor property conditions, and the level of
fines awarded in court.
Prosecutions are generally taken only where the
landlord refuses to engage with council officers and
there is no prospect of the remedial work being carried
out. The exception to this is in rare cases where the
housing conditions are so bad that there is an immediate
danger to the lives of the tenants.

Findings were drawn from an assessment of the level of
fines and costs awards in cases from three councils over
a twenty month period. Eight cases were studied in
detail to analyse trends and key stages in the process.
Fines varied greatly across the cases examined in the
report. The process is time consuming and complex; the
average time between identifying poor conditions and
taking a case to court was 11 months.
From local.gov.uk

how to deal with threatening, aggressive and abusive
tenants
If you’re a landlord, the chances are that you don’t want
to become too involved with your tenants, and want to
keep the relationship professional and distanced. This
might extend to collecting the rent, dealing with any
concerns or repairs, and renewing or ending tenancies.
Although on occasion issues arise which require your

involvement, usually these fall in to three general
categories: The contact could be initiated by the tenant
who has reported a genuine problem at the property; the
tenant (or their indirect behaviour) has caused damage
to the property which you need to repair to secure the
property (smashed windows etc); or the tenant has failed
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how to deal with threatening, aggressive and abusive
tenants
to pay the rent so the landlord needs to get in touch to
find out why.
In most cases the issue is dealt with quickly and
positively, however some landlords do experience
unpleasant behaviour from their tenant, whether that is
because they do not like the landlord asking them to pay
the rental arrears, or they are unhappy with being asked
to pay for the unreasonable damage they have caused
which the landlord has to put right. Sadly some
landlords do feel threatened by their tenants behaviour,
and some are even verbally or physically abused as a
result.
Has your tenant recent become aggressive, abusive or
threatening?
It could be that your tenant is unhappy with a rent
increase, which was necessary because of the rising cost
of landlord insurance: this happened to Sam, a landlord
from Kent. Sam had agreed with his tenant to raise the
rent on the flat he owned by £25.00 a month, to cover
the increase in landlord insurance. Sam explained that,
initially, his tenant signed the updated contract but then
asked Sam to reduce the rent back to the original
amount as they could not afford the increased rent.
Sam explained that this was not possible, and was soon
receiving begging calls from his tenant almost every
day. When these calls increased, and when the tenant’s
family began to get involved, Sam knew that he needed
to act and that he no longer wanted the tenant to stay in
his property. Sam used a professional eviction service,

who were able to deal with the situation quickly and
without emotion.
Likewise, if you’ve decided that you need to evict your
tenant, for another reason, then the procedure should be
straightforward and professional. As a landlord, you are
protected under the law from a tenant who might call
you constantly, apologising for their behaviour and
asking to stay in the property, or from one who becomes
threatening to you.
Both tenants and landlords are protected against
harassment by law
You are well supported under the law, and not being
harassed is your legal, as well as moral, right. Many
landlords are well aware of the law in terms of making
sure they do not cause any harassment (or anything
which could be viewed as harassment) when it comes to
dealing with their tenant(s), but many landlords do not
realise that this goes both ways – and landlords
themselves are also legally protected. Indeed many
landlords do not realise when they are being harassed
and just consider it as part of the ‘job’.
Tenants have no grounds to interfere with the landlord’s
peace, and they also have no grounds to interfere with
any other tenants that you may have in the vicinity of
the property from where you are trying to evict the
tenant (for instance, if you had multiple tenancies
running in a block of flats)
From Evictions SouthEast

duo jailed for £1m property fraud
A pair of fraudsters who bought and sold over 50
properties but failed to pay nearly £1 million in tax,
have been jailed for more than eight years.
Madhu Bhajanehatti, 45, of London and Himat Chana,
59, of Ilford, Essex, sold dozens of properties over an
eight-year period, and evaded £991,000 in Capital Gains
Tax.
Although the men disclosed some income on their SelfAssessment tax returns, they deliberately hid the sales
of properties across London and Essex, a HM Revenue
and Customs (HMRC) investigation revealed.
Richard Wilkinson, Assistant Director, Fraud
Investigation Service, HMRC, said:
“The duo believed they were above the law and showed
a blatant disregard to their obligations by failing to
declare substantial income from property sales.
“It is simply unacceptable to steal from UK taxpayers.
HMRC continues to pursue those who attempt to hide
their income and ensure everyone pays what they owe
when they owe it. I urge anyone with information about
any type of tax fraud to report it online or contact the
HMRC fraud hotline on 0800 788 887.”
HMRC officers discovered the men had built up their
property portfolios by using the proceeds of previous
sales. This was uncovered by a property taskforce set up
to tackle fraud in the industry.
Bhajanehatti evaded £650,000 in tax and Chana evaded

£341,000.
Bhajanehatti admitted the fraud during a hearing at
Southwark Crown Court in June 2019. Chana was
convicted after trial in August 2019.
The men were sentenced to a combined total of eight
years and six months in jail at the same court.
• Bhajanehatti was sentenced to 50 months in jail
• Chana was sentenced to 52 months in jail
Bhajanehatti was also ordered to pay back £190,086.42
in a confiscation order. He has less than three months to
pay it back or he faces a further two years and six
months in jail.
Confiscation proceedings for Chana are on-going. If
further assets are identified in the future for
Bhajanehatti, they could also be confiscated.
From HMRC
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gas fitter jailed for illegal gas work
A self-employed gas fitter has been jailed after working
on gas appliances while unregistered.
Manchester Crown Court heard that in November 2014,
Mr Richard Goldthorpe was served a Prohibition Notice
by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) banning him
from carrying out gas work unless he gained the
necessary competence and registered with the Gas Safe
Register.
An investigation by HSE subsequently found that
between 3 March 2018 and 22 March 2019, Mr
Goldthorpe undertook work on gas appliances at seven
addresses across England. On one occasion, he used a
false name. His unsafe work featured on the BBC
Watchdog programme.
Several defects were found on each gas appliance
worked on by Mr Goldthorpe, including incomplete and
defective flue joints, flues not sealed to building
structures, and the dangerous decommissioning of a
back boiler; all the defects identified posed safety risks
for the homeowners and their families.
Richard Goldthorpe, of Irwin Road, St Helens pleaded
guilty to:
• Seven separate offences under Section 3 (2) of the
Health & Safety at Work etc Act 1974
• One offence under Regulation 3 (3) of the Gas
Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998
• One offence under Regulation 3 (7) of the Gas

Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998
• One offence under Section 33(1) (g) of the Health &
Safety at Work etc Act 1974.
Whilst on bail awaiting sentence, Mr Goldthorpe
undertook further gas work whilst unregistered and
subsequently pleaded guilty to two additional offences;
one under Regulation 3 (3) of the Gas Safety
(Installation and Use) Regulations and one under
Section 33(1) (g) of the Health & Safety at Work etc
Act 1974.
Mr Goldthorpe was jailed for 16 months.
Speaking following the hearing, HSE inspector Anthony
Banks commented: “Richard Goldthorpe knowingly
defrauded homeowners and purposely misled them into
thinking he was registered with Gas Safe Register.
“Mr Goldthorpe had even been warned on national
television that he was breaking the law. The work he did
was unsafe and he put several families at risk. It is only
a matter of chance that no one was seriously harmed.
“All gas work must be done by registered Gas Safe
engineers to ensure the highest standards are met to
prevent injury and loss of life. The public should
always ask to see the gas engineer’s identification
and check the registration number online
(www.gassaferegister.co.uk) or ring the Gas Safe
Register customer helpline 0800 408 5500.”
From Health and Safety Executive

£670,000 must be paid by 3 companies for fire safety
failings in student accommodation
Trinity Halls, a student accommodation in Leeds, was
found to have multiple serious fire safety concerns.
Judge Mairs at Leeds Crown Court found that the
building only had one available fire escape due to
combustible materials compromising the fire safety of
the students. Thus, risking the lives of the 27 students
who have lived there since 2016 – over 3 years. Yet this
was not the only failing that was witnessed at Trinity
Halls.
The court also heard that there were several other
significant failures’. The court heard that a lack of fire
alarms and detection within the building meant that in
the event of a fire, students would not have had early
warning to evacuate the building and upon evacuation,
some students would have had to travel 35 metres to get
to the nearest fire escape, almost double the
recommended limit of 18 metres’.
These clear, and frankly alarming, failings were noticed
by a concerned parent who was dropping off their
daughter in 2016 and decided to report it to the West
Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service (WYFRS).
Resultingly, inspectors visited Trinity Hall and
witnessed the breaches in legislation. Shortly after their
visit, a prohibition order was issued, it stated that
students had to vacate the property for their own safety.
Step judge Mairs commended WYFRS for acting
quickly to ensure that lives were not lost as a result of
these unacceptable fire safety failings.

What did the inspectors find?
1. Failing to make a suitable and sufficient fire risk
assessment.
2. Failing to take precautions to make sure the
premises were safe from the risk of fire.
3. Failing to provide appropriate fire detection and
alarm system.
4. Failing to provide an adequate number of fire
escape routes and exits.
Trinity Developments Ltd, Niche Homes Ltd and APP
Construction Ltd were found to have had ‘high
culpability’ and they should have known potentially
catastrophic shortcomings especially as a member of the
public could see that the building was unsafe to house
students. All three companies were all offered credit in
court for their early guilty pleas. It has been reported
that acceptable safety measures are now in place at
Trinity Hall. Hopefully, this shocking example serves as
a needed reminder that fire safety is paramount and
failing to meet the standards will be punished in this
ever-changing competency-based industry.
Cassie Williams, the lead prosecutor on this case, spoke
to the FIA and said:
‘I have been involved in prosecuting fire safety cases
for a number of years and have seen an increased level
of understanding of the importance that preventative
steps have in protecting the public from the risks
associated with a fire. The consequences of a fire in
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£670,000 must be paid by 3 companies for fire safety
failings in student accommodation
these premises would have been catastrophic. Cases
such as Trinity Halls show that the Courts are trying to
ensure that appropriate steps must be taken, or else
deterrent sentences will follow. I have had the privilege
to work with fire protection officers that are extremely
conscientious and experts in this field. They have a

difficult job to do that often goes unnoticed and
therefore under appreciated by the wider public and so
cases like this, that open up discussion and increase
awareness, are incredibly important.’
From Fire Industry Association

four fifths of tenants break landlord rules, study
finds
The vast majority of renters engage in actions and
behaviours that landlords would disapprove of, partly
because they are not familiar with the different rules in
their tenancy agreement.
A new study has revealed that 84% of renters believe
that they are currently breaking at least one or more of
the rules set by their landlord-imposed regulations.
Almost three in four - 73% - of the 2,100 tenants
surveyed by Hillarys, the interior specialists, admitted
that they were not aware of what the exact rules laid out
within their tenancy agreement were, with 36% stating
that they have no idea how to find a copy.
The most broken rules were revealed as follows:
1/ Hanging pictures/photos/art on the walls – (38%)
2/ Damaging or making alterations to the interior of the
property without permission - (34%)
3/ Smoking inside of the property – (23%)
4/ Causing noise disruption to neighbours - (19%)

5/ Owning a pet – (14%)
When asked if they were aware of the current notice
period stated within their tenancy agreement, less than a
quarter of respondents - 23% - confessed that they
would be unsure of how much time they would have to
move out if their landlord requested it or how much
notice they would have to give.
Lucy Askew, interiors specialist at Hillarys, said:
“Thanks to rising house prices and the subsequent need
for significantly large deposits, the reality of
homeownership has become unachievable for a number
of Britons, resulting in the need for rented
accommodation. “Whilst it can be all too tempting to
ignore the agreements made with a landlord in order to
create a cosy atmosphere, rules are put in place for a
reason, and failure to comply can put a tenancy at risk
and could leave the tenant in question without a home.”
From Landlord Today

landlord almost in tears after nightmare tenants
trash ‘immaculate’ home
A stunned landlord said he "nearly cried" when he saw
what nightmare tenants had done to his house.
Daniel Needes, from Bridgend in Wales, had rented the
house out for two years.
He told Wales Online that the home had been in
"immaculate condition" - after it was renovated by his
late father and had been kitted out with new appliances.
But Daniel said that less than two years later the tenants
suddenly moved out without notice and he discovered
the property had been completely trashed.
Daniel, a single father, said: "I went down to the house
as soon as I could and that's when I saw what they’d
done.
"To be honest, when I first saw it I nearly cried. They
had completely trashed it."
He claims he only found out the family had left when he
received a letter from the Department for Work and
Pensions - which paid the rent directly to Daniel saying payments had stopped because he was no longer
their landlord.
In the kitchen, the tenants had left so many plastic
carrier bags, crushed boxes, binbags and empty food
containers that the floor was completely hidden. Junk
was piled high in the sink, a greasy fryer was left on the
side and a chest freezer half-filled with defrosted food
was left wide open.
Daniel said the family had left rotting food in the

kitchen, bathroom and in bags that were strewn
throughout the house as well as prescription medication
including tablets and inhalers.
"The house stank. They had turned it into a rubbish tip,"
he said.
Shocking photos show that wallpaper had been torn
down, walls had been left with holes in them, doors
were broken and the once-cream carpet was covered
with dirt and black stains.
The tenants had also left behind heaps of unwanted
belongings such as clothes and toys throughout the
house. In one room, a giant pink dolls house can be seen
among the clutter while in another, black sheets and a
cartoon-themed duvet have been left on a child's bed.
Daniel said he envisages repair work will be in the
thousands.
"The house needs stripping," he said. "I've spent
hundreds just having the house and garden emptied and
I don't think anything is salvageable.
"It's a disgrace."
But for Daniel, the hardest thing has been seeing his
dad's hard work go to waste.
He said: "He spent five years doing it up and it was
immaculate, it looked like a show home.
"He passed shortly afterwards. I was planning on
moving back into the house but I had to move in with
(Continued on page 28)
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landlord almost in tears after nightmare tenants
trash ‘immaculate’ home
my mother so I decided to let it out.
“I'm just glad he isn't here to see the state they've left it
in as that would crush him.”
Daniel said the tenants also racked up around £1,000 in
arrears on the gas and electricity meters which had cut
off.
But despite the time and money needed to put the house
back in a rentable condition, Daniel hasn't been put off
letting his property.
He said: "I don't know where I went wrong. I think there
should be some sort of database where landlords can
upload evidence against tenants so others know to be
wary in the future.

"I'll get the house back into a good condition and then
rent it out, this hasn't put me off. But I'm definitely
going to be more cautious in the future."

It’s been reported that two founders of an estate agency
at Leigh in Greater Manchester have been banned until
2025 after a firm found huge debts to HM Revenue &
Customs when the company folded.
The Bolton News says Christopher Wilcock and Adam
Balmer had built up Balmer Wilcock to become a threeoffice business before the firm hit problems some 18
months ago.
Administrators were called in and it was initially found
that creditors were owed £666,302.
The Bolton News says that the Insolvency Service has
now disqualified the pair from being company directors
until early 2025.
“The pair were found to have submitted VAT returns,
between May 2016 and November 2017, which did not
truly reflect the estate agents’ trading position. Six nil
returns were claimed between 2016 and 2017 and the
sum for June 2017 was only said to be £5,000” says the
news website.
“Three payments totalling £16,000 were received by

HM Revenue and Customs for the period. But a final
VAT return of £310,887 was submitted by Balmer
Wilcock’s accountant, according to the agency, in
March 2018. This resulted in a £299,887 demand from
the taxman and a warning that a winding-up action was
being considered.
"The Insolvency Service says that while an error
notification was filed by accountants, an inspection visit
was later postponed by the firm. And the next day
HMRC issued a petition to wind up the venture.”
And an Insolvency Service official is quoted as saying:
“Between April 1, 2017, and July 18, 2018, when the
current account was closed, net monies paid into this
account totalled £1,442,235, while payments from the
account totalled £1,483,702, of which at least £669,208
was paid to trade and expense creditors, £407,594 was
paid for in respect of wages and £152,610.31 was paid
to HMRC in respect of pay-as-you-earn and National
Insurance contributions.”
From Estate Agent Today

From Mirror Online

Many thanks to Jeff Hick for drawing
this article to our attention
Regular home inspections won’t stop this
happening—but they will help identify
where things start to go wrong

two agents banned from being company directors until
2025

council tenant who owns three btl properties ordered
to pay almost £90k
A now-former council tenant in north London has been
handed a suspended sentence and ordered to pay close
to £90,000 after it transpired that he owned three
properties in the capital.
Jamir Hussain was a Camden Council tenant, who for a
period of seven years failed to disclose to the council
that he owned three houses in nearby Haringey, in
breach of his tenancy agreement.
Hussain, 40, of St Margaret Road, Tottenham, was
sentenced to two years imprisonment suspended for two
years at Wood Green Crown Court. He was also fined
£10,000, ordered to pay £73,767 in compensation to
local and central government as well as Camden
Council’s costs of £4,745.
The fraud came to light when the tenant applied to
purchase his council flat.
Council tenants are obliged to inform the council if they
own any property, but Hussain failed to do so.
Despite the fact that Hussain gave up possession of the
council flat when the fraud was detected, the Honour

Judge Lucas took a very serious view of the offences.
The court also heard that he was in the process of
selling one of his properties in order to pay off loans he
had taken out to pay the compensation.
Cllr Meric Apak, cabinet member for Better Homes at
Camden Council, commented: “We have over 6,000
families on our housing waiting list in desperate need,
so it is welcome to see our enforcement work returning
a council home that can make a real difference to a
family in our borough.
“We are doing everything in our power to increase the
supply of affordable and secure housing in Camden.
“Our Community Investment Programme will ensure
that fewer homes are lost and more are built. £1bn is
being invested to bring forward schemes to build more
council housing, buy back council homes previously
sold off under right to buy and replace old low-quality
housing.”
From Landlord Today
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tenant causes thousands of pounds worth of damage
A landlord was almost reduced to tears after discovering
a house he rented out ‘in a state of squalor’, with the
occupant causing thousands of pounds worth of
damage.
The tenant, which owed up to £6,250 in unpaid rent,
intentionally left a fridge freezer unplugged, leading to
an infestation of maggots, contributing to a major
cleaning and repairs bill for the landlord.
Despite the disgusting conditions, it took seven months
to evict the tenant from the two-bedroom home in
Barking, east London.
Sim Sekhon, managing director of LegalforLandlords,
commented: "We’ve handled many cases where tenants
have left properties in a state of squalor, but this is
definitely one of the worst we’ve seen.
"Much of the it was deliberate, with the intention of
causing as much damage as possible, which made for a
very frustrating wait for the landlord until the tenant
could be evicted legally.”

This case once again sheds light on the scale of the
problems caused by rogue tenants.
Sekhon added: “We regularly hear about rogue
landlords and the need to protect tenants, but these
incidents aren’t unusual and more should be done to
make sure that landlords’ rights are given equal
consideration.
"Like many landlords forced to deal with something like
this, I expect the owner of this home will go on to sell
the property instead of continuing to rent - it can be a
very stressful ordeal, particularly with such long delays,
all the time knowing the damage is worsening, the
repair bill edging upwards.
"It’s extremely unfair that the landlord has been saddled
with a hefty bill on top of the arrears, but I’m pleased
we have been able to help her to regain control of her
property."
From Landlord Today

lettings boss hit with ban after failing to protect deposits
Multiple prosecutions as council names and shames
rogues
A council has prosecuted five private landlords who
failed to get licences for the properties they let out.
Oldham council says its part of a campaign to “flush out
rogue landlords.”
The landlords, who failed to sign up to its Selective
Licensing scheme, were:
• Liam Coates of Oldham fined £490, with £300 costs
and a £49 victim surcharge;
• Kauser Parveen of Oldham fined £495, with £450
costs and a £49 victim surcharge;
• Michael John Coates of Grotton fined £490, with
£300 costs and a £49 victim surcharge;
• Yasmin Walayat of Oldham fined £600, with £400
costs and a £60 victim surcharge;
• Amjid Munir of Oldham fined £600, with £400

costs and a £60 victim surcharge.
On the same day Mohammed Shahidul Islam Ali, of
Oldham, didn’t attend court and pleaded guilty by post
to breaching the terms of his licence.
He was fined £80, with costs of £525 and a victim
surcharge of £30.
“The private rented sector in Oldham needs to improve
and we will take action against landlords who think the
law doesn’t apply to them” says a spokesman for the
council.
“Rented homes need to be of a good standard otherwise
they can have a terrible impact on the health and welfare
of tenants and the wider community.
“But tenants also need to act responsibly and showing
respect for their neighbours.”
From Letting Agent Today

ban for agent who failed to protect £28k worth of tenants’ deposits and rent
A letting agent who failed to safeguard £28,000 worth
of tenants’ deposits and rent destined for landlords has
been handed a five-year ban.
The investigation into Jane Hipkin Russell’s conduct
began after the residential sales and lettings agency she
was a sole director of was placed into liquidation in
August 2018 following difficult trading conditions.
Investigators from the Insolvency Service looked at the
causes of why Jonathan Waters Estate Agents Limited,
based in Ipswich, collapsed and found that Russell,
from Frinton-on-Sea, Essex, had failed to comply with
legislation requiring all tenants deposits to be placed in
a recognised scheme.
After Jonathan Waters Estate Agents Limited entered
into liquidation, investigators discovered the company
had no record of 11 tenants’ deposits totalling £12,000

that had been received between March and August
2018, while tenants’ deposits received between April
2017 and August 2018, totalling £20,000, had not been
paid into a government-backed statutory deposit
protection scheme.
The company had also collected just over £7,000 of rent
from tenants between March and August 2018. This
should have been paid over to the tenants’ landlords but
had instead been spent in the general running costs of
the business.
Due to Russell’s actions, the estate agents caused in
total just over £28,000 worth of losses to tenants and
landlords, with the money generally being spent on the
running costs of the business.
The Secretary of State has now accepted a
(Continued on page 30)
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ban for agent who failed to protect £28k worth of
tenants’ deposits and rent
disqualification undertaking from Russell. The ban is
effective from 14 February 2020 after which Russell is
banned for five years from acting as a director or
directly or indirectly becoming involved, without the
permission of the court, in the promotion, formation or
management of a company.
Rob Sheils, senior investigator for the Insolvency
Service, commented: “A fundamental part of Jane

Russell’s role was being responsible for safeguarding
money on behalf of her tenants and landlords,
something she failed to do prior to the company falling
into liquidation.
“This disqualification should serve as a deterrent to
other directors who safeguard money from doing
likewise.”
From Landlord Today

rogue landlord handed £90k fine for licence breaches
A buy-to-let landlord has been ordered to pay just over
£90,000 for repeatedly ignoring selective licensing laws
in north London.
Stephen Ige pleaded guilty in Willesden Magistrate
Court to knowingly renting out three properties, a
ground floor flat in Chaplin Road, Willesden Green, and
ground and first floor flats in Douglas Road, Kilburn, to
tenants without a licence from Brent Council.
Ige was ordered to pay a £25,000 fine for each of the
unlicensed properties, £5,000 for failing to supply
documents to the council when requested, and £10,763
in court costs to the council, totalling £90,863 including
a victim surcharge.
Cllr Eleanor Southwood, cabinet member for housing
and welfare reform, commented: “Renting out a
property is a serious business and in Brent we have
introduced selective licensing to ensure that tenants are
living in safe, well managed homes.
“Licensing does this by making sure properties are

properly managed by a landlord or agent, setting
standards that the landlord must meet for the benefit of
the occupiers and the community in general.”
Ige, who owns a number of properties in Brent, had
previously been found to have illegally let out two other
properties requiring licences.
He was fined £5,000 and warned to make sure he
applied for property licences where required, but
continued to ignore the law and his responsibilities
towards the safety of his tenants.
Southwood added: “If you are a landlord in a selective
licensing area, failing to licence your property puts you
at risk of being prosecuted and fined.
“While the council did not identify any serious concerns
with the current state of Mr Ige's properties, our
licensing scheme is designed to give tenants confidence
that they are living in homes that are safe. Challenging
landlords who don't comply is a priority.”
From Landlord Today

fatal fire in unlicensed house leads to fine and entry
on rogues database
A judge has ordered two landlords to pay a total of
£14,858 for illegally renting out an unlicensed house
without working smoke alarms to tenants whose teenage
son died after it caught fire.
Firefighters attended the scene in Thornton Heath, south
London, last March but 13-year-old Kuzi Matope went
on to die in hospital in April. The cause of Kuzi’s death
has yet to be determined at an inquest, but neither of the
two smoke alarms found at the house worked.
At Croydon magistrates’ court landlords Innocent and
Clementia Mukarati, from Leatherhead in Surrey,
pleaded guilty to one charge of failing to license the
property in Camden Gardens under section 95 of the
Housing Act 2004.
Croydon council brought the prosecution against the
couple after the fatal fire led to the discovery the couple
had not applied for a licence, despite this being a legal
requirement for all privately-rented homes in Croydon
since 2015.
Ordering the married couple to each pay a £787.50 fine,
a £78 victim surcharge and £6,563.42 in court costs £14,858.84 in total - District Judge Nicholas Easterman
said: “The licensing scheme was introduced by Croydon
some time ago to improve the quality of rented premises

in the borough. The council has done what it could
appropriately to bring the scheme to the attention of
landlords. Where people rent out property – whether
commercial or otherwise – it is incumbent on them to
find out what the regulations are.
“It is clear that the smoke alarms were not working; it is
not possible to know how long for. Had the defendants
known of the licensing provisions they might have been
more active in the care taken over these sorts of matters.
This did not have a material effect on the tragic events
which unfolded.”
The council will now add the Mukaratis to the Mayor of
London’s rogue landlord database, and it will consider
applying for them to be listed on a similar national
database run by the Ministry for Housing, Communities
and Local Government.
London Fire Brigade borough commander for Croydon,
Andy Williams, said: “Our thoughts are with the family
and friends of Kuzi Matope. We support and praise
Croydon council in bringing this prosecution and call on
all landlords in the borough to register their property
before they are rented out.”
From Letting Agent Today
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contact details
Your Directors
Ruth Clarke (Chairman and Facilitator) (Tenant Reference List) (Insurance)

(01872) 554498
(Mobile: 07984 250129)
crlawp@gmail.com

Anne Ball

07971 785092
ab2112@ymail.com

Claire Taylor

(01326) 313785
ctninebar@aol.com

Annett Osborne

(01872) 865586
nettles@wandt.eclipse.co.uk

John Savage (Accountant)
(01872) 271947
CALL JOHN FOR FREE INITIAL ACCOUNTANCY AND TAX ADVICEjohn@johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
www.johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
Ann Spary
(01726) 882077
Graham Blackler

(01872) 530651
blacklgrah@aol.com

Nikki Davis

07792 928871
nikki_davis@live.co.uk

Neil Badcock

Consultant

Jeff Hick (Fire Safety Advisor)
CALL JEFF FOR FREE INITIAL FIRE SAFETY ADVICE
Jodie Walmsley of Coodes (Solicitor)
CALL JODIE FOR FREE INITIAL LEGAL ADVICE

Cornwall Residential Landlords Association
Registered Office:
Rohirrim
Penhallow
Truro
Cornwall TR4 9NB
Company Number: 5363025
Website: www.crla.org.uk
All Enquiries: 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com

07966 66778597
neilbadcock@outlook.com
(01872) 277256
(Mobile: 07815 854691)
jeffhick@hotmail.com
(01736) 362294
crla@coodes.co.uk
jodie.walmsley@coodes.co.uk
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diary dates
Tuesday 3 March 2020

General Meeting, County Hall Truro 5pm for 5:30pm start
Speakers Chris Betty from Bateman Insurance and Adrian Miles from Duchy
Eco Heating

Thursday 9 April 2020

Meeting of the Directors, Glen Carne Supported Housing, Barkla Shop,
Mithian 10am

Tuesday 5 May 2020

General Meeting, County Hall Truro 5pm for 5:30pm start
Speaker Amanda from GoSimpleTax on HMRC’s Making Tax Digital and
(TBC)

Thursday 11 June 2020

Meeting of the Directors, Glen Carne Supported Housing, Barkla Shop,
Mithian 10am

Tuesday 7 July 2020

General Meeting, County Hall Truro 5pm for 5:30pm start
Speaker: Vickie Blatchford and Jon Warner from Cornwall Housing on
services for landlords and Dave Eddy on Inventories

Monday 13 July 2020

Stithians Show

Sunday 9 August 2020

Tregony Horse Show

Tuesday 1 September 2020 General Meeting, County Hall Truro 5pm for 5:30pm start
Speaker: Steve Cox from Boswell Insurance
Tuesday 1 September 2020 Annual General Meeting, County Hall Truro following on from above
General Meeting Approximately 6:30pm start
Thursday 8 October 2020

Meeting of the Directors, Glen Carne Supported Housing, Barkla Shop,
Mithian 10am

Tuesday 3 November 2020 General Meeting, County Hall Truro 5pm for 5:30pm start
Speaker: From Cormac on Asbestos (TBC)
Thursday 10 December 2020 Meeting of the Directors, Glen Carne Supported Housing, Barkla Shop,
Mithian 10am
Please contact Ruth Clarke with ideas of topics you would like covered in future meetings

All contributions for the next CRLA Newsletter should be emailed to
crlawp@gmail.com
BY the 17th March
All rights in and relating to this publication are expressly reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any
form or by any means without written permission from the CRLA.
The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the CRLA and readers should
seek the guidance of a suitably qualified professional before taking any action or entering into any
agreement or documentation generally in reliance upon the information contained in this
publication.

